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Most Haven House fire victims leave Motor Lodge 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Most of the Haven House 
apartment residents living in 
the University Motor Lodge are 
to move out today, Kris Graf, 
front desk clerk at the lodge, 
said yesterday. • 
Douglas Valentine, Haven 
House owner, put up 95 of the 98 
apartment residents in the lodge 
after they lost their homes in 
last Tuesday's fire. One student 
elected to stay with friends. 
Valentine paid for one week's 
stay for each resident, which 
expires at noon today, Graf said. 
Four students, all roommates, 
are staying on for another two 
months, in two rooms. 
"We wanted all four room- 
mates to stay together," said 
Lou Pogorelc, junior computer 
science major, a student staying 
on at the lodge. "We found one 
place, ... but it was infested 
with cockroaches. We figured 
for a little extra money, we can 
stay in a clean place. 
Pogorelc and his roommates 
are paying for the additional 
time, he said, and plan to move 
back into Haven House as soon 
as possible. 
"WE TRIED to keep room- 
mates staying together," Graf 
said. "They (the residents) lived 
four to an apartment so we put 
two to a room, in rooms next to 
each other." 
Kay Wilson, third-year nurs- 
ing major, is one of the students 
moving out today. She and her 
roommates are staying with 
friends until they can find a 
place to live. 
"Valentine told us it would be 
30 to 60 days before the people in 
ground floor apartments could 
move back in," Wilson said. 
"We're planning to move back 
in January." 
University housing services 
are helping students find a place 
to stay. 
Tonia Stewart, director of off- 
campus housing, said her office 
has compiled a list of landlords 
in the city with rental space 
available. 
Some landlords on the list 
have agreed to offer short-term 
rental agreements or to waive 
security deposits, Stewart said. 
"I have contacted University 
Motor Lodge and asked them to 
pass on the list to the students 
living there," Stewart said. 
Toledo man held 
for BG stabbing 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
wire editor 
A 23-year-old Toledo man Is 
being held in the Wood County 
Jail for allegedly stabbing a 
University student early Sat- 
urday morning. 
The student, Robert F. 
Spearman, junior computer 
science major, received 
stitches for a wound below the 
right breast at Wood County 
Hospital, police reports 
stated. He was released the 
same morning. 
Matthew M. Bachmayer, 
277 Licking Rd., Toledo, is 
being held in lieu of $15,000 
bond after being charged with 
felonious assault with a 
deadly weapon. 
The stabbing occurred near 
the intersection of Prospect 
and East Court streets about 
12:52 a.m., police reports 
stated. 
Spearman and three 
friends, all University stu- 
dents, were walking toward 
Brathaus bar, 115 E. Court 
St., when a shouting match 
began with four other men 
walking along that street, po- 
lice said. 
None of the students in- 
volved is sure exactly how the 
incident started. 
"We were walking toward 
the bar," Patrick Pickett, junior criminal justice major, 
said, "when these guys 
started hassling (students 
David) Skiljan and (John) 
Ervin. 
"THEY WALKED down 
the street a ways and got 
some knives and bottles out of 
their car," Pickett said. "We 
all   backed   off   and   Bob 
(Spearman) was trying to 
talk to them to let them know 
what they were doing was 
really pretty stupid. The next 
thing I knew Bob was 
stabbed." 
Spearman also is unsure 
what happened. 
"I think it all started be- 
cause a guy bumped into Er- 
v(in)," he said. l,I asked the 
guys to leave us alone ... 
They went to the trunk of 
their car and brought out a 
bunch of weapons. 
"Then I don't know what 
happened," he added. "I 
don't know whether the one 
guy got nervous or what: he 
Chit me (with a knife), 
t was it. That's all there 
was. No pushing or shoving or 
anything." 
Spearman was not told how 
many stitches the wound re- 
quired, he said. 
The alleged assailant and 
three companions fled in a 
nearby car, according to po- 
lice reports. 
Bachmayer was arrested 
about 1 a.m. by city police 
and a Wood County sheriff's 
deputy at the intersection of 
Thurstin and Wooster streets. 
Three others were in the 
car. They were driver James 
A. Shanks of Toledo and Rob- 
erto Ciampa and Joseph Ca- 
sey, both of Oregon. Police 
said they were questioned 
and released. 
A blood-stained 
screwdriver confiscated from 
the car is being tested to see 
whether the blood is Spear- 
man's. 
ROBERT RUDD, director ot 
on-campus housing, said about 
15 students contacted his office 
as of yesterday, looking for a 
place to live until Haven House 
reopened. 
"One problem is we have only 
scattered vacancies," Rudd 
said. "No complete rooms are 
available. Most of them (the 
residents) went on when they 
found they wouldn't be able to 
live together." 
The University Bookstore is 
offering Haven House residents 
a 10 percent discount on all 
purchases, said John Bucken- 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
meyer. bookstore director. 
The bookstore is also allowing 
the residents to charge supplies. 
A list of residents' names was 
supplied by Mary Edmonds, 
vice president for Student Af- 
fairs, Buckenmeyer said. 
Residents can also take ad- 
vantage of short term loans 
through the Office of Financial 
Aid and Student Employment, 
said Ellen Kayser, assistant di- 
rector of the office. 
She said minimum grade point 
average requirements are being 
waived for Haven House resi- 
dents. 
BG New* Susan Cross Displaced residents 
(above) Fire fighters battle the blaze that left 96 residents with having 
the problem of finding alternative housing. 
(left) After their Haven House *43 apartment was destroyed by fire. 
Lou Pogorelc, John Casper (back). Bill Johnson and Jeff Tomko are 
pleased to have taken up residence in the University Motor Lodge. 
Debate said to be Mondale gain 
by the Associated Press 
Speech and debate experts 
from Ohio's colleges and univer- 
sities said yesterday that Walter 
Mondale gained most in his tele- 
vised meeting with Ronald Rea- 
gan, but weren't sure whether it 
would make a difference in pub- 
lic opinion polls. 
"I think that it was clearly a 
Mondale victory," said Judith 
Trent, professor of speech com- 
munications at the University of 
Cincinnati. "No matter how you 
want to analyze it, it was a 
Mondale victory." 
But Trent and other public 
ipeaking experts said it was 
difficult to tell whether Mon- 
dale's showing in Sunday night's 
debate with Reagan in Louis- 
ville, Ky., would make any dif- 
ference in public opinion polls, 
where the president holds a 
commanding lead. 
Sidney Kra us, chairman of the 
Department of Communications 
at Cleveland State University, 
was in Louisville to witness the 
debate and called it perhaps the 
best performance of Mondale's 
political career. 
"I DfDNT expect Mondale to 
do as well as he did, and I didn't 
expect the president to do as 
poorly as he did," Kraus said. 
Kraus said Mondale used hu- 
mor and politeness and "got rid 
of his lackluster presentation," 
while Reagan seemed uneasy 
and nervous. 
"It appeared that he wasn't 
briefed, Kraus said. "He was 
weak on the issues." 
"I had the impression that 
(Reagan) was an actor fighting 
for his lines," said Daniel Goulo- 
ing, professor of communication 
studies   at   Oberlin   College. 
"There never really has been a 
great deal of substance in his 
style. I think his act came apart 
last night." 
The speech experts said, how- 
ever, that Mondale failed to 
score a significant victory that 
would be reflected in public 
opinion polls. 
"I do think it raised questions 
in people's minds who were 
committed but not that com- 
mitted to Ronald Reagan," 
Kraus said. "It may nave 
switched some people who were 
independent to Walter Mon- 
dale." 
CAROL DOWNING, director 
of the Forensics Program at 
Ohio University, said the meet- 
ing between the two candidates 
was not a debate in the tradi- 
tional sense. In a real debate, 
the candidates would have been 
asked to speak on one issue and 
then given opportunities to rebut 
each other. 
The format used in Louisville, 
she said, allowed both candi- 
dates to avoid questions. 
"I think there was a lot of tap- 
dancing going on on both sides," 
she said. 
Trent said Mondale domi- 
nated the debate physically. 
"He walked in there confi- 
dently. He was the first to grab 
the president's hand; he smiled; 
... he seemed to be in com- 
mand," she said. 
Asked if she had any sugges- 
tions for the candidates in their 
Oct. 21 debate in Kansas City, 
Downing said she would urge 
each to speak more directly to 
the issues and "encourage Wal- 
ter Mondale to open his mouth a 
little bit more." 
For local coverage of the de- 
bate, see Page 5. 
Perry power plant profits city 
NORTH PERRY (AP) -This 
tiny Lake County village is earn- 
ing so much money in payroll 
tax from construction of a nu- 
clear power plant that it has 
already   spent   $2   million   to 
rce up the lakefront commu- 
that measures just three 
square miles. 
Besides paving roads and put- 
ting in water lines and storm 
sewers, the village is using the 
windfall to provide free cable 
television service and rubbish 
collection for its 280 homes. 
Each driveway was given a new 
concrete apron and village offi- 
cials are considering paying 
county water bills for the 897 
residents. 
So far this year, the village 
has received $2.3 million from 
the 1 percent income tax paid by 
nearly 6,000 workers at the 
Perry nuclearpower plant being 
built by the Cleveland Electric 
Illuminating Co. Most of the 
plant is located in North Perry, 
while a portion is in Perry Town- 
ship. 
VILLAGE CLERK Glenn Eu- 
lert said the village expects to 
receive an additional $500,000 in 
income tax revenues by the end 
of the year. 
Before the village started 
levying an income tax in 1960, it 
collected about $70,000 in reve- 
nue, mostly from property 
taxes. 
"We were broke before the 
income tax," said Mayor Robert 
Orosz. 
Once   construction   is   com- 
Sleted, income tax revenues will 
rop. But the village will receive 
real estate and personal prop- 
erty taxes from the plant that 
are estimated from $1 million to 
about $2.5 million a year. 
The amount will depend on the 
plant's value, and even the 
county auditor's office doesn't 
know what the value will be. 
"We've heard as high as $7 
billion," said Mike Evangelista, 
county real estate assessment 
supervisor. 
THE PLANTS work force will 
drop to fewer than 1,000 when 
the plant is operational, sched- 
uled for 1985, about the same 
time the income tax expires if 
the village council fails to renew 
it. 
Meanwhile, village officials 
are trying to determine the com- 
munity's needs, to justify its 
property tax rate so it won't be 
drastically reduced by the 
county auditor and budget com- 
mission. Eulert said he expects 
real estate taxes to be reduced 
to less than one-third the current 
rate. 
But Eulert said most residents 
haven't shown any interest in 
the windfall or in planning for its 
use. 
"I tried to get a citizens' com- 
mittee going, and I'll be the first 
to admit it fizzled," said Eulert. 
"People do not want to get in- 
volved anymore - only when 
they've got an ax to grind." 
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Editorial 
Debates need 
more specifics 
Once again the American public listened to a 
presidential debate that was filled with general- 
ities instead of definitions of clear-cut goals on 
political policies. 
Although Mondale seemed more in command 
during Sunday's debate, both candidates slithered 
away from the questions posed. 
The only "specifics" mentioned during the eve- 
ning were Reagan's promise that he would not 
stand for a reduction in Social Security benefits and 
Mondale's reference indirectly to his previous 
statement saying he would raise taxes. 
Mondale, who comes across as the "let's talk 
about the issues" candidate rather than a flag 
waver, was able to use Reagan's speaking tactics 
to his advantage. 
Reagan's "there you go again" - one of his 
techniques that was effective in his debate with 
Carter in 1980 was shot down by Mondale who said 
that Reagan tried to cut $20 billion out of Medicare 
after he took office, something Reagan said in that 
debate that he would not do. 
Mondale appeared to be more aggressive and 
composed during the 102 minute rhetorical show- 
down, while the President seemed ill-at-ease and 
fumbled for eloquent answers. 
Reagan will be given another chance to debate 
Mondale on the issues of national security and 
foreign policy on Oct. 21 in Kansas City. Let's hope 
by then both candidates will be more specific in 
addressing the issues at hand. 
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Greeks are campus leaders 
by Shannon Markey 
I am writing this column in 
response to all the letters being 
published in the newspaper by 
independents who are upset that 
the greek system was given 
"tickets" to see President Rea- 
gan when he visited our campus. 
There are a few things that need 
to be cleared up about the visit 
and the greek system in general. 
When the representatives 
from the White House, almost 
all greeks, found out that the 
President was coming to 
B.G.S.U., they sent advance no- 
tice that they wanted "the lead- 
ers of the campus" inside the 
auditorium where Reagan 
would be speaking. They also 
needed the event set up quickly 
because the visit wasn't verified 
until only four days before the 
visit for security reasons. They 
decided to use the Students for 
Reagan/Bush and the greek sys- 
tem to help organize the event 
There are over 2400 students 
in the greek system here, more 
than in any other campus orga- 
nization, and they could be orga- 
nized easier for this project than 
any other large group. I know 
this leaves about 12,500 indepen- 
dents, but what was the White 
House Advance team to do? 
Should they have contacted all 
15,000 students at B.G.S.U., or 
better yet maybe you indepen- 
dents with all the logic would 
have been satisfied if they would 
have pulled names out of a hat. 
The plain fact is they needed a 
Othat was large enough to 
e the job and had demon- 
strated the leadership and re- 
sponsibility that was needed to 
handle this unique and challeng- 
ing event. 
The leadership and responsi- 
bility of the greeks around cam- 
pus is very evident although 
they only represent about 16% of 
the student population. Two of 
the students who got to go on the 
stage behind President Reagan 
were a represenetive of Students 
for Reagan/Bush, a greek, and 
the V.S.G. president, also a 
greek. There are greeks in 
elected posistions in almost ev- 
ery organization on this campus 
including U.A.O., Mortar Board, 
U.S.G. and student court to 
name just a few. And the rest of 
the greek system demonstrated 
how responsible they could be by 
volunteering hours of their free 
time to reassure that the presi- 
dent's visit would be a success. 
For the hard work that they did, 
they were rewarded with invita- 
tions, not tickets, to see the 
President when he came. Inde- 
pendents also got involved and 
received passes to get inside 
\nderson Arena. But now all we 
hear from are the do nothings 
that knew the event was going to 
take place, but just sat back and 
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didn't attempt to get involved 
and yet expected invitations to 
be handed to them. Sorry guys, 
but in a society like ours, it 
doesn't work that way. 
So this is how some of the 
invitations got distributed, while 
the others were passed out on a 
first come first serve basis. I 
think it was best because those 
who did the work got their just 
reward, while those who did 
nothing sat around and com- 
plained later. Sounds almost like 
capitalism in the U.S. doesn't it? 
One of the statements that really 
reflects the intelligence of the 
independent critics who wrote 
into the paper said that the tick- 
ets should have been passed out 
in all housing units equally. 
Does this mean that each land- 
lord around the city should have 
received tickets to divide up 
equally amoung his tennants? 
Now I would like to clear the 
air on greeks in general since I 
have been hearing GDI'S (by the 
way thats really cute and origi- 
nal) complain and cut down 
greeks since I arrived here three 
years ago. Greeks have not only 
proven their leadership on this 
campus, but worldwide and 
throughout history. Seventeen 
U.S. presidents have been 
greek, 52% of our senators are 
greek, 161 of our represenatives 
and 23 of our governors are 
greek. Almost the entire White 
House Advance Team was 
greek, as well as the com- 
mander of the Air Force I fleet 
and many of the press that were 
here. Since one of our major 
colleges is business, I thought 
that Iwould add that greeks only 
amount to a mere 2% of the work 
force in our country, yet over 
80% of the corporations are 
headed by greeks. 
I don't know if this helps put 
any light on the subject or helps 
to lift the stigma that many 
independents nave placed on 
greeks or not. But, if any of you 
independents still have ques- 
tions about the Presidential visit 
you might want to contact Presi- 
dent Olscamp, a greek, Presi- 
dent Reagan, a greek, or the 
President's press secretary 
Larry Speakes, also a greek. In 
the mean time I have some 
things to say to a few different 
groups around campus. First to 
the out spoken GDI'S, I suggest 
that you not pop off about the 
greek system when you know 
nothing about it or the situation 
of which you are complaining 
about. As far as having person- 
alities of your own, I must com- 
mend you on that very, very 
original idea of Greekouster's 
shirts. Greekbuster's; it must 
have taken you days to come up 
»ith that one! Lastly, I would 
like to ask everyone who isn't 
greek not to be turned away 
from the greek system by igno- 
rant and predjudjee individuals 
who know nothing of our system. 
Going greek is a great way to get 
involved and develop your true 
leadership   potential   as   the 
Sreeks here did with the Presi- 
ent's visit, and many others 
have done before. 
Shanon Markey is a senior 
journalism major form Findla v. 
Ohio. 
Students support president 
by John Nehrenz 
Isn't it amazing to read that 
the students of Bowling Green 
are really not behind President 
Reagan? Here I thought that the 
twelve thousand or so people 
who yelled and cheered last 
Wednesday might have been 
doing it because they supported 
the President. I even thought 
that the five hundred plus volun- 
teers who helped paint signs and 
distribute pamphlets and and 
who worked with the White 
House advance team to get re- 
ady for the visit were in support 
of the President. 
According to recent writers on 
this page and letters to the edi- 
tor though, the students of B.G. 
were just caught up in the excit- 
ement of the whole affair. Ap- 
parently, students of B.G. are 
only following the ways of their 
conservative parents and aren't 
questioning the evil policies of 
Ronald Reagan, because they 
aren't informed enough about 
the issues. 
respond 
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I think that assumption is 
pretty funny, because the exact 
opposite is true. The students of 
B.G. do know the issues and that 
is why the majority of B.G. 
students are for Reagan. Recent 
Cshow that the age group 
18-35 support the President 
more than any other age group. 
The support for the policies of 
Ronald Reagan at B.G. was es- 
pecially shown during* his 
speech last week. The loudest 
applause came when President 
Reagan said that he wanted to 
be remembered as the one who 
"gave the government back to 
the people, and also when he 
said that. "Uncle Sam la a 
friendly old man, but he has a 
spine of steel." In the first, he 
meant that the Federal govern- 
ment has way too much power 
which must be decreased. In the 
second quote, President Reagan 
meant that the U.S. is a peaceful 
nation which needs a powerful 
military to protect it's people 
from aggression. These two 
quotes reflect President Rea- 
gan's policies, which the stu- 
dents of BG are behind. 
Now according to some, the 
students don't know the issues, 
so they can't ask good questions. 
Maybe we should have let The 
BG News, Sam Donaldson, or 
our liberal USG president Bob 
Wade ask the questions, because 
us students don't know nothing! 
Sam Donaldson said that the 
students threw valentines at the 
president. The reason he said 
this is because the only ques- 
tions that Sam Donaldson con- 
siders good ones are the 
obnoxious ones that he asks, or 
the ones that some militant fem- 
inist would ask. Believe me, just 
because the questions weren't 
ripping the President, doesn't 
mean they weren't good. There 
were some very relevent ques- 
tions on very important issues. 
For example, President Rea- 
gan's economic policies, which, 
seen through clear eyes, not 
Sam Donaldson's or Brian Szit- 
tai's, speak for themselves. 
When President Carter was in 
office, he was telling America of 
a grim future in which we would 
have to learn to live with double 
digit inflation, twenty percent 
interest rates, and higher and 
higher taxes. Sorry, hut that 
ain't America, and President 
Reagan knows that. During the 
Reagan administration, infla- 
tion has been knocked down to 
under four percent, interest 
rates have been cut in half, and 
the income tax has been cut by 
twenty-five percent. Economic 
growth has heen restored and 
along with that, four million new 
jobs have come about in 1983 
alone. 
Reagan has also tried to con- 
trol spending. But, it is Congress 
that has been controlled by 
Democrats for twenty-five 
years, that continue its tax-tax, 
spend-spend activity. The Dem- 
ocrats are trying, unsuccess- 
fully, to make an issue out of the 
deficit that they have been cre- 
ating with their spending poli- 
cies, and which they refuse to 
Not only are the Democrats 
hypocritical on the deficit issue, 
bin also the issue of being for the 
poor. President Reagan has 
been trying for three years to 
pass his enterprise zones plan 
which would provide incentive 
for business to locate in the 
inner cities and would create 
new jobs where they are needed 
the most. Besides this, Demo- 
crats often rave about how much 
President Reagan has cut from 
welfare. The truth is that Rea- 
gan's policies re-target money 
to the truly needy. That is why 
more people get food stamps 
now than before and why more 
children receive free lunches 
than before. 
One of the major issues 
brought up in President Rea- 
!;an's speech, alone with many 
etters to The BG News recently 
is talking with the Soviet Union. 
He gets a lot of heat (or not 
negotiating a settlement, for ex- 
ample, like the SALT agreements 
which let the Soviet Union sur- 
pass us in superiority. The fact 
is, Reagan has tried very hard to 
talk to the Soviet Union, but to 
no avail. The Democrats never 
talk about the Strategic Arms 
Reduction Talks (START) 
which the Soviet Union walked 
out of. We never hear about the 
negotiations or Intermediate 
Ranee Nuclear Forces (INF) in 
which the President proposed 
the "zero option" which would 
have banished an entire class of 
weapons. The Soviets said no 
again. So much for Reagan not 
longing for peace. The Demo- 
crats are full of myths on Ronald 
Reagan, and that is about all 
they have to go on. 
Of course, a whole article 
could be written refuting Brian 
Szittai's recent editorial on Cen- 
tral America, which was full of 
false information. But, unfortu- 
nately, there is only so much 
space on the editorial page. Cen- 
tral America is a major issue 
and no matter what many will 
say and say. we can't just get 
out of Central America and hope 
that everything gets fixed. 
Well, the President has come 
and gone from Bowling Green 
and the arguments continue. 
You, the students, are getting 
rapped because you support 
Ronald Reagan and that means 
you didn't know the issues. 
Come November sixth, though, 
when the rhetoric is over, the 
students of B.G. will prove they 
know the issues, and vote a 
strong yes for Ronald Reagan. 
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University flying club members soar over city 
by Jill Trudeau 
assistant copy editor 
When Carl Buergler came to 
Bowling Green from Akron to 
buy his books for fall semester, 
his round-trip travel time was 
only an hour and 10 minutes. 
He wasn't driving like a ma- 
niac: he rented an airplane to 
run his errand. 
Buergler, junior public rela- 
tions major, is the newest mem- 
ber of uie University's flying 
club. By flying to town to buy his 
books, lie was adding to the 40 
hours of flying necessary for his 
private pilot's license. 
The club, which had its first 
practice this year on Saturday, 
is preparing for a regional meet 
against Ohio, Michigan and 
Western Pennsylvania schools 
next weekend at Cuyahoga Com- 
munity College. 
If the team as a whole does 
well at the meet, the members 
will go on to compete in a na- 
__ Photo/Maureen Hughes 
Flying high 
This view oithe north end of campus is brought to you by Thanos   Liarakos, president of the BGSC1 flying club, who was practicing on 
Saturday morning. 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
She Stoops to Conquer 
October 4-6 and October 10-13 
Main Auditorium, 8:00 pm 
Students $2.00 Adults $4.00 
Senior Citizens $2.00 
Call 372-2719 For Reservations 
Baldwin 
for 
CommlMlonw 
Allan R. Baldwin 
m 
"A Hard Working Common Seme 
Loader ... To Moot the Challenge 
of Wood County'. Future" 
Pold   lor   by   Wood   Cownltane   with   ■olowln     '•»■»   Or... 
IrMMrtO*   OQf   FrOA<St      P«r»yibu'o.     Political Adv«.l,...-••" 
tiorutl meet at Ohio State Uni- 
versity in May. 
At the meets, pilots compete 
in events such as precision land- 
ing. None of them do acrobatic 
or trick flying. 
Not all the competition is fly- 
ing, however. Four team mem- 
bers are pilots and the others - 
from three to eight members - 
participate in ground events. 
GROUND EVENTS include 
plotting an air course, identify- 
ing aircraft from photos and 
doing safety checks on planes, 
said Dennis Lytle, associate pro- 
fessor of business education and 
the team's adviser since 1975. 
Flying, he said, is an expen- 
sive sport. 
Lytle estimated getting a pri- 
vate pilot's license costs be- 
tween $2,000 and $2,500 for such 
costs as plane rental, lessons 
and instruction materials. 
But club president and three- 
year member Thanos Liarakos 
said the money is well spent 
because for him flying is not just 
a hobby. It's an "investment in 
his planned career of corporate 
aviation. 
For example, he said, he could 
have bought a car by now with 
money spent flving. But "I've 
been walking all over town be- 
cause I have a dream," Liara- 
kos said. 
The club was allotted $600 this 
year from the University's club 
sports fund, which Lytle said 
will mostly be used for fuel for 
competitions. Plane fuel runs 
about $1.72 a gallon with tax, he 
said. 
Liarakos, military history 
graduate student from Greece, 
said he has wanted to be a pilot 
for almost as long as he can 
remember. 
"FLYING ... is a way of life 
for me," he said. "It seems like 
(in) first grade I wanted to fly 
for a living." 
"I get high out there," he said. 
"It's a natural high." 
And he said he does not plan to 
stop flying until he dies. 
The team rents planes from 
Heyde Aviation Center at 
Bordner Airport, about five 
miles southwest of Bowling 
Green. 
Ray Heyde, who has been 
coaching the team since he 
helped form it in 1975, rents the 
planes to students for about $28 
an hour, a reduced rate from his 
usual price of $31 an hour. The 
planes are Cessna 150s and 152s. 
Heyde said he and Mike 
Young got the idea for a flying 
team as undergraduates when 
they discovered University of 
Toledo had a team. 
The two competed that year at 
the regional conference. Heyde 
won first place in five events and 
second place in one; Young won 
first place in one event and 
second place in five. 
Since there were only six 
events, the Bowling Green 
"team" won all the firsts and 
seconds. 
Heyde is also team captain for 
the U.S. Precision Flight Team, 
and he said he has ranked in the 
top 10 for precision flying in the 
United States since 1975. 
After the regional meet next 
weekend, only the first and sec- 
ond place teams will go to na- 
tionals. Liarakos said. Last 
year, the University's team got 
third place. 
Lytle said the team has a good 
chance of doing well. 
If it does not, the members 
will hold a few more practices 
and concentrate on fund raising 
for next year, Liarakos said. 
-FREE DELIVERY 
One Urge One Item 
Pizza 
5 
Expires 10/12/84 
352-3551 
Yftftftftftftftftftftft 
Proudly ^^_^^presents 
CALVERT DEFOREST AS: 
LARRY*W 
from "Late Night with David Letterman 
ftftft ft ftftft ft ft ftftftl 
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• FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26 
• GRAND BALLROOM 
• 8:00 p.m. 
• ADMISSION: $5.00 
• ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE 
CALL UAO AT 372-2343 
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW 
AT THE FOLLOWING 
LOCATIONS: 
• UNION TICKET BOOTH 
• FINDER'S RECORDS 
• THE GREETING EXCHANGE 
• BOOGIE RECORDS 
• ABBY ROADS RECORDS 
• AT THE DOOR THE NIGHT 
OF THE SHOW 
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Awareness promoted 
Alcohol lectures held 
April McOllan 
staff reporter 
Yesterday marked the begin- 
ning of National Collegiate Alco- 
hol Awareness Week and for the 
first time ever, University of- 
fices and organizations have 
planned a campus-wide obser- 
vance with a variety of activities 
and lectures. 
"This is the first time ever as 
far as overall campus involve- 
ment," said Greg DeCrane, di- 
rector of Student Organizations 
and New Programs. 
"Residence life and Counsel- 
ing have done things, but never 
a combined effort,   he added. 
Alcohol Awareness Week is 
sponsored by Student Organiza- 
tions and New Programs, the 
Counseling and Career Devel- 
opment Center, Residence Life, 
the Student  Wellness Center, 
Greek Life and BACCHUS, a 
riw promoting responsible 
iking on campus. 
Campuses nationwide are 
holding events this week de- 
signed to decrease alcohol abuse 
among college students and pro- 
mote responsible use of alcohol, 
said Betty Yarns, psychologist 
and coordinator of the Counsel- 
ing and Career Development 
Center's alcohol program. 
"We tried to think of pro- 
grams that are relevant to BG 
students and will affect their 
lives, but are also enjoyable and 
interesting," Yarris said. 
THE MAJOR events will be 
held for three days because this 
weekend's homecoming activ- 
ities would interfere with atten- 
dance, Yarris said. However, 
Tuesday Special    I 
one day only | 
Corduroy Pants    | 
Entire Stock i 
Asst. styles - colors 
20 % off    j 
open Tuesday Eve. till 9:00 
5K. PoUr Puff | 
525 Ridge St. j 
I 
there will be some minor events 
and displays in the Jerome Li- 
brary and residence halls near 
the end of the week, she said. 
"We have a major event each 
day and a supplemental event to 
go along with each major 
event," DeCrane said. 
The first day's activities in- 
cluded a lecture on "Alcohol 
Awareness" by Yarris. 
Also, educational and enter- 
taining films were shown last 
night in the Northeast Commons 
as part of the Alcohol Awareness 
film festival. Students who at- 
tended received free "mock- 
tails" - nonalcoholic beverages 
- and popcorn as refreshments. 
Other activities planned for 
the week include discussions on 
drinking and driving and what to 
expect if arrested for DWI, a 
slide presentation from a major 
beer distributor and a display by 
the Student Wellness Center 
called "Partytime," on how to 
give fun parties without alcohol. 
DeCrane said sponsors will be 
monitoring the program this 
fear to make    improvements 
or next year's Alcohol Aware- 
ness Week. 
"The particular people who 
need the programs the most 
(probably) won't show up, but 
through the programs and pub- 
licity we are at least going to get 
people thinking" about alcohol 
awareness, DeCrane said. 
Environmental Services 
watches health, safety 
by April McClellan 
staff reporter 
discretion of the unit director       available to train students 
Students may not know the 
University has an office mon- 
itoring environmental health 
and safety concerns on cam- 
pus. 
But the Environmental 
Services office, 10 Shatzel 
Hall, has been serving this 
role at the University since 
1974. 
"We are a reporting point 
and a place where people can 
call for information about 
environmental concerns, said 
Dan Parratt, associate direc- 
tor of Environmetal Services. 
The office offers programs 
on fire prevention, building 
inspections, job safety and 
health, disaster planning, lab- 
oratory/chemical safety, ra- 
diation safety, air pollution 
control, communicable dis- 
eases and pest control. 
As part of the fire preven- 
tion program, Environmental 
Services works in cooperation 
with other areas of the Uni- 
versity to update building fire 
alarm systems. Fire extin- 
guishers and detection sys- 
tems are checked routinely to 
insure equipment is not 
faulty. 
THE OFFICE also assists 
residence halls in planned 
fire drills and instructs hall 
staff members on fire preven- 
tion and fire alarm systems. 
"Fire drills are held at the 
in each hall, but we'd like to 
see at least one a semester," 
Parratt said. 
Environmental Services 
makes fire prevention pre- 
sentations to other offices and 
departments on campus upon 
request. 
Building inspections in- 
clude checking tor structural 
and electrical hazards in Uni- 
versity buildings and avail- 
ability of safety equipment. 
Results of these inspections 
are reported to the responsi- 
ble areas for correction of 
any problems. 
The job safety and health 
program teaches University 
employees about environ- 
mental hazards associated 
with their specific job. 
"We try to give them train- 
ing so that they will stay out 
of trouble," Parratt said. 
Environmental Services 
educates students and faculty 
on the environmental health 
section of the University's 
disaster plan. In the event of 
a disaster, the plan is imple- 
mented University-wide. 
The laboratory/chemical 
safety and radiation safety 
programs provide training 
ana advice on chemical 
safety, emergency response 
procedures and hazardous 
waste disposal. 
"A UNIVERSITY Radia- 
tion Safety officer will be on 
board early next year," Par- 
ratt said. "This person will be 
and faculty in safe laboratory 
practices ... and will work 
with the faculty in surveying 
laboratories using radioac- 
tive materials." 
The radiation safety officer 
will also train students on 
regulations and safety as- 
pects concerning radioactive 
materials, he added. 
"This is the first time in 
over two years we'll have 
someone at the University 
who is here all the time," he 
said. "Right now we're using 
an out-of-town consultant." 
Environmental Services of- 
fers food protection informa- 
tion to organizations 
sponsoring campus events in- 
volving food ana beverages. 
Food protection includes 
avoiding chemical contami- 
nation, keeping food at proper 
temperature levels and 
avoiding unnecessary hand- 
ling of food and utensils. 
'"tie review what they (or- 
ganizations) are doing and if 
we're satisfied, then we sign 
off on our end," Parratt said. 
"Usually when they leave 
here, they have a lot better 
idea of what they want to do." 
Parratt said the office 
plans to expand existing pro- 
grams. 
"We'll be doing more work 
in building inspections, acci- 
dent protection and food pro- 
tection areas," Parratt said. 
"We've always done a little, 
but not enough." 
Christmas break in the jungle 
Students to be in Amazon 8 days 
by Andrew Wilson 
reporter 
Ten University students will 
not be going home over 
Christmas break - they'll be 
going to the jungle. 
»—»■*■>■>■•■•■•■•■•■•■•—•■•■—■•■•■•■•■—■•■•■•■•■*■•■>■•■•■—— 
Along with 20 area residents, 
the University students will be 
on a "Field Experience to the 
Amazon." 
The eight-day trip is spon- 
sored by the Department of Bi- 
ological Sciences and the Office 
of Continuing Education. 
Prior to departure, students 
are required to take a tropical 
ecology course in which they 
will learn what to expect in the 
Amazon. 
When they return, students 
must take another ecology 
course in which they will study 
their collected data. 
"In the second course, the 
students will look over their 
collections, analyze specimens 
and look at data," said Roger 
Thibault, who will accompany 
the group with Stephen Vessey. 
AMONG OTHER experiences 
on the trip, the students will 
observe the Riberenos (river 
people) in their thatched-roof 
dwellings and dug-out canoes, 
take an all-day excursion down 
the Manati River in a longboat 
and hike to Lorenzococha to see 
giant Victorian lilies whose 
leaves can exceed seven feet in 
diameter. 
"The students will do some 
additional study in the Amazon 
such as mist netting of bats," 
Thibault said. "This is where we 
set up these very light nylon nets 
which are hard for the bats to 
detect and the bats fly right into 
them." 
The field study will also in- 
clude such things as gill netting, 
behavioral observation of 
Howler monkeys and behavioral 
observation of Amazonian but- 
terflies. 
"The butterflies down there 
are tremendous," Thibault said. 
"Big and colorful and numer- 
ous. 
SUNDAY & MONDAY WE'RE CLOSED BUT. . . 
We are now accepting 
reservations for Christmas Parties 
TUESDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
2 THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
It is "Happy Days" again! When we play all the hits from 
the 50's, 60's, and 70's. 
25* Drinks 8-9 p.m. 
LADIES NIGHT 
There is always something special for the ladies 
25* drinks 8-9 p.m. for everyone 
STREAMERS & WRQN want to know 'What would you do 
for a '57 Chevy?" 
Call us for details 
25* drinks 8-9 p.m. 
The party's not in the park, it's a* STREAMERS 
Happy Hour 4-8 p.m. 
Fashion show of Elena's originals at 8 p.m. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT 
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA 
Eight student organizations each select one student member to the 
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students interested in 
being considered for selection to ACGFA may contact one of the 
organizations listed below. The selection process will be completed by 
Friday, October 19, 1984. 
Latin Student Union 
Resident Student Association 
Third World Oraduate Association 
African Peoples Association 
Black Student Union 
Commuter Off-Campus Organization 
Interfratemity Council Women for Women 
BRONCO BUSTER PARTY 
Before the Game 
Information Line: 
865-1491 
We've got the lights, we've got the energy, 
we've got the music of the 80's, and we've got 
25' drinks from 8-9 p.m. 
For '57 Chevy Information 
865-1058 
5319 Heatherdowns Blvd. Near Reynolds 
Toledo, Ohio 
We're going to make 
you feel SOOO. . .GOOD! 
Sat. Oct. 13 
10:00 a.m. 
FOOD 
POP 
BEER 
and 
MUSIC BY "The Chase" 
and 
WFAL 
a££Nc0 
&UST&& 
food coupons will be accepted 
for food and pop 
Call Homecoming HOTLINE      Sponsored by the Homecoming Committee 
KIIIIIITITIIIIIIZIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^ 
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Debate received favorably 
by Dina Hotwedel 
staff reporter 
Campus political organiza- 
tions seemed to react positively 
to the debate between Reagan 
and Mondale Sunday night. 
Michael Miller, an unclassi- 
fied student with a bachelor's 
degree in political science and a 
volunteer for the Wood County 
Republican Party, said, "I think 
it was an excellent opportunity 
for the American people to see 
the candidates side by side and 
compare their programs." 
Miller said although Reagan 
has been accused of "waving the 
flag" in the past and not addres- 
sing the issues, he thought Rea- 
gan was informed on the issues 
and addressed them well. 
He said of the outcome of the 
debate, "He's come out on top 
all the way along. I don't see 
why he should stop now." 
Mary Warner, graduate stu- 
dent in sociology and volunteer 
for Campus Democrats, said she 
thinks Mondale scored well 
image-wise and in the outcome 
of the debate. She said, "I don't 
think be skirted any issues ... I 
think he got in what he wanted to 
say." 
"HE DIDN'T attack Reagan 
and why should he?" Warner 
said. "He's never attacked Rea- 
gan, only the issues. Mondale 
was just showing who he is." 
On the discussion of religion, 
Warner said, "I don't think it 
was out of line to talk about 
because it's in the (Republican 
party) platform. I think religion 
should not be in politics, but it is, 
and it should be looked at." 
Amy Miller, senior public re- 
lations major and public rela- 
tions director of Students for 
Reagan/Bush '84, said, "I think 
the public got a good idea of how 
they differed on the issues." 
She said she believed one 
strong point of the debate was 
addressing the Social Security 
issue. She said she thinks the 
issue is complex and was glad 
Reagan got a chance to explain 
himself. 
"I think Reagan definitely 
won, but I also think Mondale 
was in better form than usual," 
she said. "I'm looking forward 
to the next debate." 
William Spragens, professor 
of political science, attended the 
debate in Louisville. He said he 
thought it was "practically a 
draw, but I thought Mondale 
came out a bit ahead." 
He said he thought Reagan 
addressed the issues, but had to 
because of the debate format 
Spragens agreed Reagan had 
a tendency to repeat arguments 
used in his debate with Carter. 
He said he also felt Mondale's 
composed image helped Mon- 
dale in the debate. 
Dateline 
Tuesday, Oct. 9 
Children's Theater Audi- 
tion - Auditions for the Spring 
Children's Theater group, 
"Treehouse Troupe," are at 7 
p.m. today in 402 University 
Hall. Scripts are available in 
322 South Hall. Coalition for 
Peace Meeting - An interna- 
tional potluck, held at 251 S. 
Church St. at 7:30 p.m. Bring 
a covered dish. For rides, call 
Vaughn (352-7534) or Teresa 
(354-7561). 
Students For Animals - 
Meeting at 8 p.m. in 208 
HannaHall. 
IABC - The International 
Association of Business Com- 
municators meets tonight at 8 
p.m. in 114 Education Build- 
ing. 
Peer Nutrition Counseling 
Service - The Student Well- 
ness Center is sponsoring a 
free nutrition consulting serv- 
ice noon to 2 p.m. in 220 Stu- 
dent Health Center. Walk-in 
consultations or appoint- 
ments are available with 
trained peer advisers. 
Alcohol Awareness Week - 
Karl Sutter, Student Legal 
Services lawyer, will give a 
presentation on DUI laws. 
The meeting is at 7:30 p.m. in 
105 South Hall. 
Stepping Into Homecoming 
- A Mexican Ballet with tradi- 
tional hispanic dance will be 
held at 7 p.m. in the Union 
Grand Ballroom. 
••A************ *********************************** ******* 
* * 
Don't Keep Those Special Talents 
l To Yourself! j 
* * 
* Share them with others by being a UAO Mini Course J 
J Instructor. Sessions start on Monday, Nov. 5 and run j 
1 for six weeks. tinWMh      * 
t * 
*    Call the UAO office at 2-2343 tor more information ^^T'^J' J 
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The Software Company 
The MSA Career 
Development Program 
Computer Science/ . 
Management Science/ 
Business Undergraduates 
Are you interested in a Career Opportunity 
in Business Data Processing? 
Management Science America. Inc.. 
headquartered in Atlanta. Georgia, is the in- 
dustry leader in the development of Human 
Resource. Financial Reporting. Cash Manage- 
ment, and Manufacturing Software lockages 
We design, program, market, and support a 
complete line of management information sys- 
tems for customers worldwide. Vtfe have sus- 
tained a 40 percent annual growth rate for the 
past seven years in an industry that is projected 
to reach $8 billion by 1985. 
We are selecting graduates with Bachelor's 
Degrees in Computer Science or degrees in 
Business Administration with at least three 
computer-related courses. Applicants should 
have a strong desire to pursue a career in busi- 
ness data processing. Our extensive training 
program in Atlanta provides you the opportuni- 
ty to develop strong technical data processing 
skills combined with an in-depth understanding 
of general business applications. After success- 
ful completion of the training program, you will 
be assigned as a Systems Engineer in Product 
Development. Customer Support, or Customer 
Education and Training. 
At MSA. 'People are the Key to Success." 
Vtfeare interested in people-oriented, highly 
motivated achievers who want an opportunity to 
work, learn, and grow. Our starting salaries and 
company benefits are competitive. If you meet 
the academic qualifications and have a desire to 
succeed in a dynamic industry, contact your 
campus Placement Office and ask to sec the 
material on MSA's Career Development Pro- 
gram or write to: 
Management Science America, Inc. 
3445 Peachtree Road, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30326 
Attn: Pat Blake 
Director of Recruiting 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
On Campus: October 16,1984 
Interviewing: December 1984 undergraduates for positions in Atlanta 
Student views unswayed 
April McClellan 
staff reporter 
Many University students 
agree that Democratic candi- 
date Walter Mondale domi- 
nated Sunday night's 
presidential debate, but it 
seems few were swayed from 
previous opinions of their 
choice for president. 
Stephen Lovelace, senior 
insurance major, said the 
event was similar to a press 
conference rather than a de- 
bate. 
"It wasn't like a debate; it 
was more like a question-an- 
swer session," Lovelace said. 
In spite of dissatisfaction 
with the debate, Lovelace 
said his loyalty remains with 
the Democratic party. 
"How can an hour-and-a- 
half debate sway someone's 
opinion unless they were al- 
ready undecided? Lovelace 
said. "I'm strictly a Demoo- 
crat. I'm not a Democrat 
because of Mondale, but re- 
gardless of the candidate, I'd 
still be a Democrat." 
"Reagan didn't have the 
opportunity to sway my 
vote," he added. 
Cathy Chisholm, sopho- 
more elementary education 
major, said although she is a 
Reagan supporter, she 
thought Mondale handled 
himself better during the de- 
bate. 
"IT DIDN'T change my 
opinion, but I thought Mon- 
dale did a better job overall," 
she said. "Mondale sort of 
intimidated Reagan." 
Even though Chisholm 
thinks Mondale dominated 
the debate, "I'm still gonna' 
vote for Reagan." 
Thomas Tipton, freshman 
art education major, said nei- 
ther Reagan nor Mondale suf- 
ficiently answered the 
questions during the debate, 
but   Mondale's   responses 
were stronger. 
"I had a better grasp from 
Mondale's answers. He (Rea- 
gan) was really weak on 
some issues," Tipton said. 
"And Mondale came across 
as a politician trying to work 
his way to the top. 
"Reagan still has my sup- 
port, but he did lose some of 
It," Tipton said. 
Sandy Stevens, senior ra- 
dio-television-film major, 
said the debate strengthened 
her support of the Demo- 
cratic party. 
"At first I doubted the 
Democratic ticket, but now I 
am proud to be a Democrat," 
Stevens said. 
"I thought Mondale showed 
his strength and stood his 
Sound throughout the entire 
bate," Stevens said. "I 
thought his sensitive stance 
on abortion was good. He left 
it up to the American public 
as a personal rather than 
political issue." 
The Undergraduate Alumni Association 
Presents The: 
EXTERN EXPERIENCE PROGRAM 
Sophs,  Jrs, and Srs - apply now for a mini 
internship that lasts one week. Gain on-the-job 
"experience" in your Career Field by working 
with BGSU Alumni. 
Externships: January 7-11 
March 11-15 
Applications are now available at 
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER 
(across from Harshman Quad) 
Deadline: Oct. 15 
Call 372-2701 Mon-Fri Between 1-5 p.m. 
i 
TYRRELL'S 
1220  W.   Wooster 
"Come out and see us; it's worth the trip!!! 
10 lbs. U.S. #1 Potatoes     88* Bag 
Bananas 24* lb. 
Extra Large 
Mich. Cauliflower 99* head 
50 lb. 
Unclassified Potatoes 
a 
HTYMILS 
MARKET 
Hospital 
* MAIN ST 
3" Bag 
Visit our open Air Produce Market 
Applet - Cider - Pumkins - Squash 
Dried Flowers 
Whole wheat donuts 
Wheat & Rye Bread 
2.39 Doz. 
79* Loaf 
Homemade - Apple A Pumpkin Pies 
- Fresh Donuts - 
Breads - Rolls - Baked Dally 
2% Milk 
Gr. Chuck 
Cube Steak 
Dinner Bell Bolgna 
Dinner Bel 
Smoked Sausage 
Sugardale 
Braunsweiger 
Pork Steak 
Chipped Boiled Ham 
Colby Longhom Cheese 
lMGal 
1»in 5 lb pkgs. 
lMb. 
I48 lb. 
1Mlb. 
79* lb. 
1"b. 
1Mlb. 
2«b. 
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Student Health Center 
gets a new atmosphere 
by Eric Popp 
reporter 
The University Health Cen- 
ter's $206,645 remodeling pro- 
ject, which will continue into 
nest year, has created more 
offices and added new furnish- 
ings, according to Jim Auster- 
miller, the center's 
administrative coordinator. 
"The atmosphere is now more 
conducive to work," he said. 
"We hope to attract a new direc- 
tor through a pleasant atmo- 
sphere, which we did not have 
before." 
Austermiller said the three- 
year project makes better use of 
available space by making 
existing offices smaller and con- 
verting a portion of the hallway 
into office space. 
Working space was not all that 
was improved. A pleasing ap- 
Eearance was created, he said, 
y adding new furniture, carpet- 
ing, paneling and windows. 
Austermiller said areas rear- 
ranged were the women's health 
area, completed about a year 
ago, and the director's, adminis- 
trative coordinator's and secre- 
tary's offices completed last 
spring. 
Over the summer, the nurses 
station was moved closer to the 
waiting room and doctors' of- 
fices, creating a "better work 
flow," he said. Also, the waiting 
room received paneling and new 
windows and the doctors' offices 
and X-ray room received new 
equipment. 
STAFF REACTIONS  to  the 
remodeling are "very favor- 
able," according to Joanne 
Navin, nurse clinician at the 
center. 
"We have more room, a better 
X-ray machine that's easier to 
use and new equipment that's 
up-to-date and easier to use," 
she said. 
Administrative personnel also 
appreciate the new furnishings, 
Austermiller said, because new 
desks and equipment were badly 
needed. 
"You need good equipment to 
work," he said. 
He said future plans include 
creating more space in the re- 
ception area sometime before 
January. 
Ray Buckholtz, University ar- 
chitect, said money has been set 
aside for next year, but its allo- 
cation will not be determined 
until the new director arrives. 
Paul Nusser, University trea- 
surer, said the project is being 
funded from two sources. One is 
money set aside each year for 
replacement of equipment and 
the like, and the other is the 
current profit balance at the 
Health Center. 
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Kim McDonald (right), senior criminal justice major, and Michael Ross, sophomore accounting major, wait to 
see a doctor in the new waiting room. 
WE'RE LOOKING FORTROUBLE American Heart Association 
MAKE AN INFORMED 
DECISION IN THE 
1984 ELECTION 
Attend the 
Election '84 Speaker Series 
Wednesday 
Oct. 10...   U.S. Policy in Central America 
Dr. Thomas D. Anderson, 
Dept. of Geography 
Wednesday 
Oct. 17... 
Wednesday 
Oct. 24... 
Wednesday 
Oct. 31... 
G.S. ■ Japanese Relations 
Dr. Tsuneo Akaha, Dept. of 
Political Science 
U.S. Policy in the Middle East 
Dr. John Merriam, Dept. of 
Political Science 
Social Spending in the G.S. 
Dr. Donald H. McQueary, Dept. 
of Sociology 
Dr. Paul F. Haas, Dept. of 
Economics Director, Honors Program 
Each issue will be presented with background 
facts and statistics including a look at Republican 
and Democratic platforms on these issues. 
All events will be held in 200 Moseley at 7:30 p.m. 
Free and open to all! 
•Sponsored by BGSCI Social Justice Committee 
50-cent fee pays handling 
by Benjamin Marrison 
staff reporter 
Pat Pickett walked up to 
the counter in the Union and 
wrote a check for $20.50. Pick- 
ett, junior criminal justice 
major, presented two sources 
of identification and the 
young woman behind the 
counter handed him $20. 
He walked away shaking 
his head. 
"They shouldn't charge us 
to cash a check," Pickett 
said. "Even though it's only 
50 cents, it all adds up." He 
said this is the seventh time in 
six weeks he has cashed a 
check at the Union. 
According to Evelyn Faus- 
naugh, sales clerk at the 
Union, most students feel the 
same way but "that's the 
price they pay for the conve- 
nience." 
Fausnaugh said about 1,300 
checks are cashed by stu- 
dents each week. "Most of the 
students cash their checks on 
Friday - usually about 850 of 
them,   Fausnaugh said. 
Records show the Univer- 
sity receives more than $20,- 
800 from the 50-cent charge on 
each check cashed at the 
Union during fall and spring 
semesters. 
Students are not pleased 
with the charge. 
"I guess they need the 
money to pay for their book- 
keeping," Tony Kalich, soph- 
omore business major, said. 
He also wrote a check for 
$20.50, the maximum amount 
that can be written. "But I 
think they could reduce the 
charge - they have to be mak- 
ing money on it." 
"ITS A rip-off," Ellen Jeli- 
nek, freshman psychology 
major, said after paying the 
50-cents charge. "It's not 
causing them any problem." 
According to Richard Ea- 
kin, vice president of Plan- 
ning and Budgeting, the 
charge   is   necessary.   "To 
start, it costs the University 
10 cents for every check we 
deposit in the bank," he said. 
The reason for the remain- 
ing 40 cents is complicated. 
Eakin said the charge was 
decided by multiplying the 
time it takes to completely 
transact a check by the aver- 
age hourly wage in the bur- 
sar's office. 
The time allotted for each 
transaction is about three 
minutes. "You must take in 
consideration the time 
needed for the window trans- 
action, to reconciliate the ac- 
count, to prepare the deposit 
slips and to carry the checks 
into the bank," Eakin said. 
"This time element is multi- 
plied by the average salary in 
the bursar'3 office - $7.63. 
Paul Nusser, University 
treasurer, said money from 
the fees is deposited in the 
University general fund. The 
amount charged for each 
check was set by the Board of 
Trustees, Nusser said. 
Political Issues discussed 
Students attend conference 
by Teresa Perretti 
staff reporter 
Chicago opened its arms this 
weekend for major political 
leaders and 25 University stu- 
dents as the second annual His- 
panic Political Leadership 
Conference opened its forum on 
voter registration and political 
issues. 
According to Willie Senquiz, 
senior industrial education ma- jor and this year's coordinator 
for University students who at- 
tended the event, it was a bipar- 
tisan political conference which 
emphasized voter registration 
ana voter education. 
"It was an opportunity for 
each state (10 in the Midwest in 
attendance) to talk about how 
they are doing in voter registra- 
tion," Senquiz said. 
He also noted some of the 
keynote speakers who received 
an enthusiastic welcome from 
students. They included Joan 
Mondale, wife of Democratic 
Sresidential candidate Walter 
londale; Sherrod Brown, Ohio 
secretary of state; Harold 
Washington, mayor of Chicago, 
and Sen. Robert Garcia (D-New 
York). 
"It was the first time for most 
students to be Involved in the 
political scene, a scene of this 
magnitude. (A) chance to meet 
and rub elbows with elected 
officials," Senquiz said. 
He said University students 
attending went to the Youth Con- 
gress, where there were speak- 
ers and the presentation of 
resolutions. 
"WE ASKED, in the form of a 
resolution, that a conference be 
held throughout Midwest univer- 
sities where there is a substan- 
tial hispanic population," 
Senquiz said. "We want BGSU to 
sponsor the first one, hopefully 
in the spring." 
According to him, most of the 
University students who went to 
Chicago were juniors and se- 
niors. 
"(It is) important that when 
we get out of school we are 
aware of what is happening out 
there," he said. 
Most students were given the 
opportunity to discuss issues 
and propose resolutions. 
"It was a chance to learn 
about Ohio, what is going on 
around the state, what is hap- 
pening politically," Senquiz 
said. 
He said the general opinion of 
the conference was that it was a 
great learning experience and 
an overall awareness forum. 
"Students came out of Chi- 
cago with an open mind - a lot of 
things they haven't considered 
they can think about," Senquiz 
said. 
Senquiz believes it is impor- 
tant that the whole campus is 
aware. "They need to have their 
own opinion/views about poli- 
tics," he said. 
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Football 
BQ offense stymied by Rockets in 17-6 loss 
by Marc Delph 
sports editor 
TOLEDO - The thought of 
playing against famed Bowl- 
ing Green quarterback Brian 
McClure has brought fear and 
dispair to every coach in the 
Mid-American Conference. 
And only one team has over- 
come. 
In his three years as signal 
caller for the Falcons, Mc- 
Clure not only hasn't beaten 
Toledo, BG has only scored 
one touchdown (three years 
ago in a 24-10 loss in Toledo). 
This year it was 17-6 in UT's 
Glass Bowl. 
"It's tough to play here," 
McClure said. "I'm glad 
we're not playing here next 
year. They (UT) play aggres- 
sive, they cause mistakes and 
turnovers." 
And if a game could be 
decided on one play, as the 
old cliche goes, this one was 
decided in the fourth when 
McClure was sacked by Way- 
nard Jones in UT territory 
and stripped of the football. 
When the pile was cleared, 
Rocket Clayton Moore was on 
top if the ball and McClure 
was stretched out on the as- 
troturf with a shoulder injury. 
AT THAT POINT (4:28 left 
in the game) UT led 104. 
McClure was left the field 
under his own power but 
didn't return. A later exami- 
nation determined the injury 
to be a strained shoulder and 
McClure is questionable for 
Saturday's Homecoming 
game against Western Michi- 
gan. 
"He came up from the 
strong side on a blitz," Mc- 
Clure said. "I didn't see him 
at all. I just took a shot from 
his helmet right in my shoul- 
der. I was making the passing 
motion and they (the refer- 
ees) didn't call ft." 
That play appeared to take 
the intensity out of a BG de- 
fense that was probably hav- 
ing their best day. Ten plays 
later, UT tailback Steve Mor- 
fan, rambled in from the BG 
1 to put the game away. 
"Our  defense played an 
outstanding game," BG 
coach Denny Stolz said. "But 
we lose together as a team 
and we win together." 
Until the fourth quarter 
BG's defense out-played the 
Rocket defense that entered 
the game as number one in 
the nation against the rush. 
Falcon tailback Bernard 
White ran for 81 yards, most 
by any back against UT this 
season. 
But when  BG  drove  to 
within strikingdistance of the 
goal line, the Rocket defense 
was like the Steel Curtain of 
the Pittsburgh Steelers of the 
late 70s. 
IN THE SECOND quarter 
the Falcons, up 3-0 after a 
Gehad Youssef 24-yard field 
goal, drove to the UT 5. Mc- 
Clure drilled a pass to tight 
end Mark Dowdell but it was 
tipped by UT linebacker Tim 
Inglis and intercepted by de- 
MAC Standings 
school                       MAC record 
C. Michigan 20-1 
Ohio Univ. 2-0-1 
Toledo 2-0-1 
Bowling Green 2-1 
N. Illinois 2-1 
W. Michigan 1-2 
Ball State 1-2 
Miami 1-2 
E. Michigan 0-21 
Kent Stale 0-3 
fensive back Mark Brandon 
at the 1. 
"I knew it was going to be a 
pass play," Brandon said. 
''The tight end (Dowdell) re- 
leased and came into my 
zone." 
"We just absolutely didn't 
get it into the end zone when 
we had our chances," Stolz 
said. "That (the interception) 
came on a play-action fake 
and our tight end was open in 
Bowling Green tailback Bernard White eludes Toledo defensive end 
Steve Hoyt in Saturday's game at Toledo.  White finished the day 
BG News Susan Cross 
with 81 yards, but the Falcons could only come up with six points in a 
17-6 loss. 
the end zone for a touchdown. 
But the kid (Inglis) somehow 
deflected it. He just got his 
hands up and got a piece of it. 
I thought that was the biggest 
play of the game." 
Youssef   increased   BG's 
lead to 6-0 in the third quarter 
on a 28-yarder. But the fourth 
quarter belonged to UT. 
The Rockets opened up the 
final stanza with a successful 
38 yard attempt by David 
Walker. 
It wasn't until the 4:48 
mark that the first TD of the 
Same was scored as Morgan 
ove over from the 1, for a 10- 
6 lead. 
The ensueing possession 
ended with the fatal blow by 
Jones and UT ran out the 
clock enroute to scoring the 
final TD. Not one of the 26,913 
had left until the final tick. 
The Falcons slipped to 2-1 
in the league and 3-2 overall 
while the Rockets are tied for 
first place with Central Mich- 
igan and Ohio University with 
a 2-0-1 mark. 
Rain cuts women's tourney; men finish fifth 
by BUI Vojta 
sports reporter 
Rain washed the last 18 holes 
and a chance for a better finish 
away as the women's golf team 
C'ed 10th in a 17-team field 
past weekend at Iowa State, 
while the men finished fifth at 
Eastern Kentucky. 
The Lady Falcons could have 
used the last day of the tourna- 
ment as only twelve strokes 
separated the fifth and tenth 
place teams. 
Indiana won the tournament 
with a mark of 612 over 36 holes. 
Right behind IU was Ohio State 
at 614, Illinois State with 624, 
Michigan State 635, Southern 
Illinois 648, Purdue 652, Illinois 
654, Missouri 658, and Bowling 
Green tied with ISU for tenth 
place by shooting 660 over two 
days. 
Even though Wisconsin didn t 
finish in the top ten, the Badgers 
had the medalist as Monica Ta- 
mayo checked in with a 149 on 
rounds of 73-76. 
LEADING THE WAY for the 
Falcons was Geralyn Repasky. 
Repasky shot 160 on combined 
scores of 78-82 to gain top honors 
forBG. 
Next was team captain Su- 
sanne Ohlsson with a 79-83 for a 
total of 162, Claire Batista fired 
a 168 with rounds of 8345, Kathy 
Ensminger showed consistency 
with scores of 85-85 for a 170, and 
sophomore Alison Andrews 
rounded out the squad by shoot- 
ing 180 on a 87-93. 
Going into the season, the 
main strength for the Falcons 
was their ball striking ability. 
But after four tournaments and 
many practices, BG is concen- 
trating their efforts on other 
aspects of the game. 
"Our biggest improvement of 
the year so far as been our tee- 
to-green game. This week in 
practice we're going to work on 
a new approach to putting," 
cnach A.J. Bonar said. 
The Falcons have this week- 
end off but will compete in the 
Lady Cat Invitational at the 
University of Kentucky next 
Monday thru Wednesday. 
While the women were bat- 
tling the elements in Iowa, the 
men's golf team started its ab- 
breviated fall season on the 
right track. 
Western Kentucky won the 
tournament with a 54-hole score 
of 883. There was a close battle 
in places two through five as 
Murray State shot a 891, Eastern 
Kentucky a 895, UK a 897 and BG 
tied with Louisville for fifth on a 
three-day total of 900. 
PAT SHAW TURNED in a fine 
performance for the Falcons as 
he shot 73-73-72 for a total of 218. 
Will Brown was next with a 225 
on rounds of 75-74-76, Robin Bar- 
santee fired a 226 on a 72-78-76, 
Randy Stocke had scores of 76- 
78-78 tor a total of 232, and Doug 
Clayton finished with a 233 on a 
75-79-79. 
The performance of Shaw was 
made even more remarkable 
when he played despite the pres- 
ence of a injured hand. 
"Shaw showed us a lot and set 
a great example for the team by 
playing even though he was 
hurting. He had a great show- 
ing," Bonar said. 
BG will finish its fall season 
next week with the BG-Toledo 
Fall Classic. This unique match 
will feature 18 holes of golf at 
both BG and UT and the remain- 
ing 18 will be played at a neutral 
site. The Rockets will be looking 
for revenge as the Falcons have 
lost only one out of the seven 
matches played. 
Fourth quarter not in Falcons playbook 
by Steve Quinn 
assistant sports editor 
BG N. -    Susan Cross 
Bowling Green players Troy Dawson (88), Joe Prchllk (63), Vince Villanucci (44), and John Hunter (86), watch 
trainers treat teammate Brian McClure In the fourth quarter. 
TOLEDO - If a team is going 
to beat Toledo in football this 
year, it is going to have to out- 
play the Rockets in the fourth 
quarter. 
It was the 17 fourth quarter 
UT points compared to zero 
points for the Falcons in the 
final stanza that spelled defeat 
for BG. All year the Rockets 
have been dominating oppo- 
nents in fourth quarter action 
and their ability to play strong 
for 60 minutes is keeping them 
at the top of the Mid-American 
Conference this year. 
The Rockets have scored 54 of 
their 91 points in fourth quarter 
play while holding opponents to 
just three. And this type of play 
is nothing new for UT. 
Last year UT defeated BG 6-3 
with the deciding field goal com- 
ing 1:16 remaining in the game. 
Again the Falcons failed to score 
any fourth quarter points. 
It was just over week ago 
when Ohio University was a 
victim of this type of play. The 
Bobcats held UT scoreless for 
three quarters while recording 
16 of their own. But that lead did 
not last long as the Rockets 
staged a comeback to salvage a 
16-16 tie. 
"IT    DOESN'T    MATTER 
whether you score points in the 
first quarter or the fourth quar- 
ter," UT head coach Dan Sim- 
rell said. "They all count. The 
fourth quarter is the same as the 
first." 
Defense keyed the Rockets 
strong fourth quarter allowing 
just one first down. Conse- 
quently, they owned the ball for 
11:03 of the final period. They 
also caused a fumble on BG's 
attempt to recapture the lead 
after UT had gone ahead 10-6. 
With the Falcons on the UT 37 
yardline, Waynard Jones sacked 
quarterback Brian McClure 
causing a fumble. 
"I don't know if our defense is 
great, but they played with en- 
thusiasm," Simrell said. "They 
played above and beyond the 
call of duty. Our program starts 
with defense and our defensive 
coaches did an outstanding job." 
BG's fourth quarter troubles 
date back further than just Sat- 
urday's game. 
•On the year BG has had most of 
its troubles in the fourth quarter 
allowing more points in that 
stanza than any others with 39. 
•Just last week BG nearly gave 
up a victory to winless Eastern 
Michigan near the end the game 
when a blocked punt gave the 
Hurons a final chance to score. 
If they had scored and converted 
on a two point attempt, the game 
would have ended in a tie. 
•In the 1983 season BG failed to 
score fourth quarter points on 
eight different occasions. Dur- 
ing two of these occasions (UT 
and Northern Illinois) the Fal- 
cons went on to lose. Three other 
times BG fended off late 
comebacks but still won. 
•Probably the most memorable 
fourth quarter for many of the 
players dates back to the 1982 
California Bowl when the Fal- 
cons gave up 22 points to Fresno 
State and lost 29-28. Again, the 
same story, BG failed to score at 
the end, and lost the 21 point 
cushion. 
This Saturday, the Falcons host 
Western Michigan. Last season, 
they held off a last minute surge 
from the Broncos. Could BG 
fans and players be in for a 
repeat performance? 
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Battered spikers host Cleveland State 
by Kail Smith 
sports reporter 
After a weekend off, Bowling 
Green volleyball team hopes to 
overcome a recent rash of inju- 
ries and lack of intensity when 
they host Cleveland State to- 
night in Anderson Arena at 
7p.m. 
Barb Baker fractured a finger 
last week in practice and the 
freshman setter/outside hitter 
will most likely watch the CSU 
match from the sidelines. Baker 
had gained extensive playing 
time after the Falcons switched 
to a two setter offense and re- 
sponded with some hard-hitting 
line play. 
With Baker out, the Falcons 
will rely on senior co-captain 
Tracy Livesey as their lone set- 
ter in a 5-1 offense. Livesey, 
however, has been having trou- 
bles with her ankles but the 
problem is not a serious one. 
"The ankles don't hurt, they just give out sometimes; it Isn t 
the first time it's happened," 
Livesey said. 
Livesey will have the ankles 
taped during the CSU match for 
support. 
In addition to the health prob- 
lems of the two setters, middle 
hitter-blocker Lvnne Nibert 
may be sidelined by illness and 
outside hitter Cristy Mossholder 
suffered a knee contusion. 
YET. A BIGGER problem 
than injuries, according to head 
coach Denise Van De walle, is 
the team's intensity. 
"We have to come in with the 
intensity that we've been lack- 
ing a little bit." Van De Walle 
said. "We had great practices 
last week and I hope we come in 
hungry." 
The Falcons are coming off a 
loss to Notre Dame in which 
they often closed in on victory 
but couldn't quite land the 
knock-out punch. The young Fal- 
con squad will attempt to over- 
come this problem as it is one 
that has occured more than once 
thisyear. 
"We're not playing to win, 
we're playing not to lose," Van 
De Walle said. "It's a scared 
attitude and it's not going to 
remain." 
A hard fought match last year 
saw the Falcons on the losing 
end and Van De Walle expects 
the Vikings to try to gain a 
repeat outcome. But BG's men- 
tor is confident her squad will 
give CSU all they can handle. 
«TM LOOKING for a compet- 
itive match," she said. "I think 
our girls are going to come in 
and do it." 
Both Van De Walle and Live- 
sey agree that it is important for 
BG to set the tempo of the match 
and play their game, which they 
haven't done consistenly as of 
late. 
"We're going to come in and 
try to play our type of volleyball 
- keep the game fast, our pass- 
ing accurate and hopefully, fool 
the block," Van De Walle said. 
Fan support was strong in last 
week's defeat of Mid-American 
Conference foe Ball State and 
Van De Walle said she believes a 
similarly large, supportive 
crowd could play an important 
part in tonight's match. 
"The crowd (against BSU) 
had probably the most positive 
affect ever, the girls are contin- 
ually talking about it," Van De 
Walle said, "it's a nice feeling to 
know your crowd is liking what 
they're seeing no matter what 
the score." 
Harriers coast to easy wins 
Phillip B. Wilson 
sports reporter 
The race is on for the wom- 
en's cross country team and 
the Falcons are on a collision 
course with Western Michi- 
gan for the Mid-American 
Conference Championship. 
The Broncos won the past 
weekend but the Falcons kept 
up the pace at Ball State last 
Saturday as they breezed 
through their triangular meet 
against the Cardinals 15-49 
and Ohio University 17-43. 
The wins upped their dual 
meet record to 3-1 overall 
while preparing themselves 
for a showdown with the 
Broncos, who have already 
edged out the Falcons twice 
this season. 
The Falcons enjoyed a 
three way tie for first be- 
tween seniors Laura Murphy 
and Pat Panchak, and junior 
Sara Collas who finished with 
a time of 28:01. breaking the 
course record by a full min- 
ute. Collas, one of the four 
strong runners that make up 
the core of the team is confi- 
dent Bowling Green will be 
ready for the Broncos. 
"A lot of people are looking 
good right now and I'm really 
excited about our team," Col- 
las said."If we all pull to- 
gether, we can win." 
LAST WEEK, Sink 
stressed the importance of a 
much needed strong team 
effort, most importantly a 
strong five, if the girls are to 
defeat the Broncos in Novem- 
ber. Judging on the past meet 
Sink has the depth he needs. 
Seniors Kathy Schenkel 
and Pam Panchak tied for 
fifth in a time of 18:17 to give 
the Falcons that "strong 
five". Another bright spot 
was senior Rosalie Cocita 
who finished eighth in a time 
of 18:43, one of her better 
performances of the year. 
"Our top five ran super and 
our team gap was only 16 
seconds so it was a good 
meet,"Sink said,"The course 
wasn't as slow as we thought 
it would be but we ran 
strong." 
As if that progress isn't 
enough, the Falcons will have 
the oppurtunity to host the 
Ohio Intercollegiate Meet this 
Friday with 30 of Ohio's ma- jor colleges participating. 
This will serve as a big test 
for the "top five" as Sink 
hopes they will all place in the 
top ten. 
"We're looking to domi- 
nate in the All-Ohio and it 
would be very satisfying if we 
could place five," Sink said. 
The Falcons enjoyed five 
top ten finishers a year ago, 
four of which are returnees. 
Panchak finished fourth, 
Schenkel came in fifth, Collas 
sixth, and Murphy was tenth. 
There will be two races run 
on Friday, the team race be- 
ginning at 2:00 p.m. and the 
open race for all other team 
members starting at 3:30 
p.m. 
Falcons place fifth; 
Brodt disappointed 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
sports reporter 
The men's cross country team 
accomplished what head coach 
Mel Brodt wanted Saturday at 
the Notre Dame Invitational, 
but Brodt believes his harriers 
could do better. 
Originally hoping to finish in 
the top five, his Falcons did end 
up fifth for the competiton but 
considering the overall team 
performance, the meet was not 
a good one. The Fighting Irish 
won the 18 team meet for the 
first time as they compiled a 
team score of 77. 
Leading the way for the Fal- 
cons was senior Gaeten Girard 
who finished third with a time of 
24:08, 28 seconds faster than the 
next Bowline Green finisher, 
Sophomore Scott Wargo who 
came in 19th. Brodt was happy 
with Girard's efforts. 
"He ran the ninth fastest time 
we have ever had," Brodt 
said. "Hopefully he has enough 
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WOMEN A NEW FREEDOM. 
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES 
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE. 
It's been a long time.Twenty-four years, 
| and there hasn't been a sensible new option 
in birth control. 
Until Today.'" Today, the 24-hour 
Contraceptive Sponge. 
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains 
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women 
have been using for over 20 years. 
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with 
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours. 
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects. 
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more 
effective* It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million 
Sponges have been sold. 
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found 
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient 
12-pack. 
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone 
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any questions, or you're just 
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give 
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California. 800-222-2329.) 
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But, 
best of all, you have another choice you never had before.^ 
Until Today. 
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confidence now and realize he 
can run up near the front, com- 
fortably.^ 
AS FOR THE rest of the Fal- 
cons, senior co-captain Dan Gru- 
niesen turned in a time of 24:40, 
good for 25th place and Tom 
Franek ended up 32nd after fin- 
ishing the race at 24:46. There 
were 123 runners in the field. 
"I was a little disappointed 
with our team effort, there was 
no team work," Brodt said. "No- 
body ran with anybody else and 
the way the race was run our top 
three should have run together, 
but they didn't." 
The men now must prepare 
for the Ohio Intercollegiates 
Meet held at Forrest Creason 
golf course on Friday. The Fal- 
cons, who finished third a year 
ago, will host 38 other teams and 
hope to get back on track in their 
bid for a Mid-American Confer- 
ence Championship. 
"Ohio University has to be 
considered the favorite, and we 
should see tough competition 
from Miami and Malone col- 
lege," Brodt said. 
"It will be a big meet for us 
and of course anytime you run at 
home it helps," Brodt said. "It 
would be nice to finish first on 
our own course." 
Brodt thinks his Falcons will 
be up to the task, despite the 
below par outing Saturday. 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI= 
Welcomes Their Fall 1964 Pledge Class 
Byron Masson 
Tom Stevenson 
Eric Rosenberg 
Cary Slabaugh 
Ric Gum 
Dave Stewart 
Alan Scott 
Mike Cosme 
Doug McCrae 
Bill Gehr 
Denny Avon 
Rob Sajovic 
Brett Bahr 
Chris Parsons 
Dominic Gelletti 
Mike Niedzielski 
Mike Jacobs 
Dan Sternsher 
AND CONGRATULATB OUR NEW ACTIVES 
John Palmer Mike Wetz 
Charles E. Schreck  Doug Roser 
i=THE PHOENIX TAKES FLIGHT' 
BE 
LARRY BUD'S 
BUDDY 
C omidian  S^iarck 
(jrand prize - $50 contract 
to   open 
Larry Bud Melman 
Sign up in the UAO office, 3rd floor. Union by Oct. 10. 
Audition will be Oct. 12. 
Call 372-2343 for more info. 
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Cincy wants Collinsworth back 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cin- 
cinnati Bengals say they are 
interested in negotiating with 
the Tampa Bay Bandits of the 
rival United States Football 
League to retain star receiver 
Cris Collinsworth after this sea- 
son. 
Collinsworth, 25, in his fourth 
year with Cincinnati, is leading 
the 1-5 Bengals in receptions this 
season ana has played three 
times in the Pro Bowl. 
But the owner of the Bandits, 
John Bassett, says the Bengals 
have little chance of keeping 
Collinsworth, who has signed a 
five-year, $3 million contract 
with Tampa Bay that begins 
with the USFL's spring season 
in 1985. 
"Only two things could keep 
Cris Collinsworth from coming 
to Tampa Bay," Bassett said. 
"The first would be if we de- 
cided we didn't want him based 
on his ability, and the second 
would be if he decided he didn't 
want to come." 
Mike Brown, Cincinnati's as- 
sistant general manager, said 
he does not know whether the 
Bengals have a chance of strik- 
ing a deal to retain Collinsworth. 
"The ball is in his court," 
Brown said, referring to Bas- 
sett. "If he chooses to call us 
back, we would be interested in 
talking about it." 
Bassett, in a telephone inter- 
view Sunday from his home in 
Sarasota, Fla., said he had 
talked with Brown, but made no 
promises to release 
Collinsworth. 
"I told him (Brown) I had no 
intention of voiding the deal and 
that I'd call him back if I 
changed my mind," Bassett 
said. "But I haven't called him 
back, and I don't plan to." 
BASSETT FAI.TLY denied 
talk that the Bandits lack the 
money to pay Collinsworth. 
The MAC'S best 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - 
Place-kicker Mario Ferretti of 
Eastern Michigan and line- 
backer Tim Colleran of Miami 
share the Player of the Week 
honors in Mid-American Confer- 
ence football. 
Ferretti, a junior from North 
Muskegon, Mich., kicked field 
Cls of 46, 30 and 35 yards, the 
one with two seconds left to 
give the Hurons a 16-16 tie Satur- 
day with Central Michigan, the 
pre-season league title favorite. 
Ferretti's performance helped 
Eastern Michigan break its 14- 
game losing streak and snapped 
Central Michigan's string of 
seven victories. 
Colleran, a Cleveland senior, 
was in on 24 tackles. 17 of them 
solos. 
HOMECOMING '84 
•Tickets On Sale Now! 
•WEAR ORANGE! 
• BE THERE! 
L*Kl 
T7> 
Go behind 3
 the scenes 1
    in the f  race for j President. 
1 he men who would be 
president. Why they run. How 
they lose. This two-hour 
season premiere follows a 
presidential campaign lrom 
start to tinish trom the inside 
The process as it's never 
been seen on TV. Hosted by 
Judy Woodruft El 
FRONTLINE 
TELEVISION FOR OUR TIMES 
So you want to be president. 
Tonight 8:00 pm 
Channel 57/27 
WBGU-T7    « 
"We have the strongest fran- 
chise in the league, with the best 
attendance figures," he said. 
"We haven't made money, but 
we haven't lost a lot of money, 
either." 
Collinsworth has said he will 
be sorry to leave the Bengals, 
but is looking forward to return- 
ing to Florida to play. He was 
born in Dayton, Ohio, but moved 
to Florida and starred in football 
at Astronaut High School in Ti- 
tusville, Fla., and later at the 
University of Florida. 
The Bengals, who beat Hous- 
ton 13-3 Sunday for their first 
victory, have not said who will 
start at quarterback Sunday 
against the New England Patri- 
ots. Veteran Ken Anderson, the 
No. 1 quarterback, was sidelined 
Sunday because of back spasms 
and rookie Norman "Boomer" 
Esiason led Cincinnati to its lone 
victory. 
BG N<■■>.    Susan Cross 
Bowling Green tight end Mark Dowdell is brought down by Toledo cornerback Mark Brandon 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS, inc. 
836 S. Main 
"Home of the Foldover" 3o2"o4UO "We Deliver Anytime" 
GRAND 
OPENING 
HOURS: 
Mon-Thur 11 a.m.-12 midnight 
Fn Sal am -1 am 
Sunday 4 pm-12 midnight 
Expires 10/23/84 
l    FREE 
GARLIC BREAD 
I   With any Order 
Buy Any l-Item Family Pizza 
at regular price and receive 
Any Small Foldover 
FREE 
A Value $4.00 
Expires 10/23 
$2 OFF 
Any Deep Dish 
Pizza 
There's a lot of Stroh 
behind a Stroh Signature. 
This exceptional premium beer is a product of over 
200 years of Stroh family brewing experience. 
Our family began brewing in Kirn, Germany in 17 
Three quarters of a century later, Bernhard Stroh 
introduced Stroh's Beer to America. Through the years, 
Stroh has come to represent the highest standards of the 
brewer's art. 
We believe that Stroh Signature is as fine a beer as can 
be produced. It contains none but the choicest ingredients, 
including 100% imported European hops. 
I personally hope you enjoy it. 
^rmSMfcBmM* MR* .Michigan ^ Chatrfr*! 
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Cincinnati hosts Mondale 
in 'fresh campaign blitz' 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Wal- 
ter Mondale, fresh from a 
confident performance 
against President Reagan in 
their first face-to-face debate 
of the 1984 campaign, arrived 
in Cincinnati last night as 
part of a New York-to-Ohio 
campaign swing. 
Mondale is to conduct a 
public forum this morning at 
the Cincinnati Convention 
Center in his lone scheduled 
eublic appearance in the city. 
e has conducted other such 
forums during his presi- 
dential campaign as a way of 
getting direct give-and-take 
exchanges with voters. 
The Democratic presi- 
dential hopeful, who made 
appearances yesterday in 
New York and Philadelphia, 
planned to fly into Greater 
Cincinnati International Air- 
Krt in nearby northern Ken- 
cky   last   night,   before 
retiring to a downtown Cin- 
cinnati hotel for the evening. 
Today, the morning forum 
is his only public event before 
he departs for an appearance 
in Detroit. 
Mondale's visit is the latest 
in a fresh campaign blitz by 
both candidates in Ohio, con- 
sidered by both sides to be a 
key swing state in the Nov. 6 
election. Mondale will return 
to Ohio Thursday for a rally 
at the Statehouse in Colum- 
bus. 
REAGAN VISITED Bowl- 
ing Green and Canton two 
weeks ago and addressed a 
campaign rally in Cincinnati 
on Aug. 20. Mondale has been 
a frequent visitor to the 
Cleveland area in recent 
weeks and visited Cincinnati 
in April during the primary 
campaign to solicit financial 
support and greet early- 
morning commuters arriving 
downtown. 
The format of Mondale's 
public forums involves taking 
unrehearsed questions from 
people who attend, campaign 
aide Fran Seeger said. 
She was unable to predict 
how many people plan to at- 
tend today's session, but said 
that the forums have been 
well received in other cities. 
Mondale is fond of the format, 
she said. 
"It's one that he enjoys, 
and he gets positive feedback 
from the audiences," Seeger 
said. "It does give the voters 
a chance to get feedback." 
Mondale verbally dueled 
with Reagan on Sunday night 
in a nationally televised de- 
bate from Louisville, Ky., the 
first of two such meetings 
between the candidates. Ger- 
aldine Ferraro, Mondale's 
running mate, is to debate 
with Vice President George 
Bush on Thursday in Phila- 
delphia. 
Whistle-stop planned 
Reagan to tour Ohio 
DAYTON (AP) - When Presi- 
dent Reagan makes his whistle- 
stop train tour in western Ohio 
Friday, he'll be taking a historic 
1928 Pullman car used by Presi- 
dents Roosevelt, Truman and 
Eisenhower. 
The 142.5-ton car was sched- 
uled to leave its home at the 
Gold Coast Railroad Museum in 
Florida last night to travel to 
Washington, said Mark Bennett, 
an assistant to a museum con- 
sultant. It will travel later to 
Dayton, where Reagan will fly 
Friday for a lunchtime rally 
downtown. He will then make 
train stops in Sidney, Lima, Ot- 
tawa, Deshler and Perrysburg 
before being driven to Toledo 
Express Airport, from where he 
will leave for Washington. 
The "Ferdinand Magellan" is 
the only railroad car ever de- 
signed for the exclusive use of 
U.S. presidents, Bennett said, 
adding that, "It's a forerunner 
of Air Force One." 
"The car is currently listed as 
a national historic site," he said. 
"A committee is trying to get it 
listed as a national historic land- 
mark." 
THE CAR IS one of six that 
was built by Pullman in 1928. It 
was named in honor of an ex- 
plorer. 
In 1942 the car was modified 
for President Franklin Roose- 
velt, with bulletproof windows 
and other safety features added, 
Bennett said. 
"It almost doubled in weight 
after they finished adding all the 
armor on it," he said. 
The train car was also used 
extensively by President Harry 
Truman - including during a 
whistle-stop tour in Ohio during 
his 1948 election campaign. 
President Dwight Eisenhower 
also made some use of the train 
car before the airplane became 
the main mode of campaign 
transportation. 
"The last person to use the car 
was Mamie Eisenhower, for the 
dedication of the Nautilus sub- 
marine." the first atomic-pow- 
ered submarine, in 1954, Bennett 
said. 
BENNETT SAO) the car, 
which had been sold to the Army 
as scrap, was declared surplus 
government property in 1958. A 
member of the Gold Coast Rail- 
road Museum read about tie car 
and acquired it in 1958. Subse- 
quent owners included the Uni- 
versity of Miami. 
The Gold Coast acquired the 
train car in 1966, Bennett said. 
Normally, the car is displayed 
at the railroad museum, which 
has been operating about 25 
years in Miami and Fort Lau- 
derdale, Bennett said. The mu- 
seum is being moved back to 
Miami, where it will be housed 
on the former grounds of a 
World War II blimp base. 
Iraqi warp lanes attack Persian Gulf, hit supertanker 
PERSIAN GULF (AP) - Iraqi 
warplanes broke a 22-day lull in 
attacks on Persian Gulf snipping 
yesterday by hitting a super- 
tanker with an Exocet missile, 
setting the vessel afire and kill- 
ing six crewmen, shipping 
sources reported. 
Six other seamen were badly 
burned in the attack on the 
254,000-ton, Liberian-registered 
World Knight, marine shipping 
and salvage sources said in Bah- 
rain. 
An Iraqi military commu- 
nique said "two large naval tar- 
gets" were attacked southwest 
of Iran's Kharg Island oil ship- 
ping terminal. Iraq commonly 
refers to ships as "naval tar- 
gets" in communiques about its 
four-year-old war with Iran. 
Marine shipping and salvage 
executives in Bahrain said only 
one ship was hit. They said radio 
operators picked up a distress 
signal, "We are under attack; 
we are on fire," from the World 
Knight at 11:30 a.m. (4:30 a.m. 
EDT). 
The same sources, speaking 
only on condition of anonymity, 
said it was not clear if the tanker 
was loaded or empty when it 
was hit. 
THEY SAID THE missile 
rocked the ship's aft section, 
wrecking the engine room and 
setting fire to the crew's quar- 
ters. They reported that at least 
one life raft was lowered. 
Iranian navy helicopters flew 
to the crippled ship to aid the 
rescue effort, and at least one 
salvage company tugboat took 
survivors aboard and stayed on 
the scene to fight the fire, 
sources said. 
The nationality of the victims 
was not known. The marine 
shipping sources said the crew 
was made up of five British 
officers and 33 seamen from 
Hong Kong. 
The World Knight is owned by 
the Greek company Niarchos 
and operated by Hong Kong 
shipping magnate Sir Y.K. 
Pao's World-Wide Shipping 
Group, sources said. 
The Iraqi military statement 
said the raid was an "implemen- 
tation of previous warnings to 
all   ships   against   sailing   to 
Kharg or other Iranian ports." 
THE COMMUNIQUE said the 
goal of the raids is to prevent 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's 
regime from using oil revenues 
to finance "aggressive inten- 
tions against Iraq." 
In February Iraq clamped a 
sea and air blockade on Kharg, 
warning international shipping 
companies to stay at least 50 
miles from the island or risk 
attack by Iraq. 
The   Iraqi   attacks   have 
touched off retaliation raids by 
Iranian jet fighters against Arab 
and other merchant vessels in 
the central sector of the gulf, 
south of the 50-mile war zone. 
According to the London- 
based Lloyd's Shipping Intelli- 
gence Unit, the attack on World 
Knight brought to 46 the number 
of ships confirmed damaged by 
attacks in the Persian Gulf this 
year. Before yesterday, the 
most recent attack was Sept. 16, 
when Iran attacked two super- 
tankers, the Royal Colombo and 
the Med Heron. 
AMERICAN    CANCER   SOCIETY' Ferraro pretends poverty, Mrs. Bush says 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES 
Have a quick question about your registra- 
tion for spring semester? Call 372-2747 from 
5-8 p.m. Monday, October 8 - Thursday, 
October 11. 
REGISTRATION HOTLINE 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Vice 
President George Bush's wife 
said yesterday that she and her 
husband offer no apology for 
being wealthy and smilingly 
suggested what sets them apart 
from Geraldine Ferraro,   that 
$4 million -1 can't say it - but it 
rhymes with rich." 
Barbara Bush said she and 
her husband have been crit- 
icized unfairly for paying only 
12.8 percent in federal income 
taxes last year. When state and 
other taxes are added in, she 
\<mzm o? cm; 
We Serve: 
• MANDARIN 
• CONTONESE 
• SZECHUAN 
SUNDAY BUFFfT 
17 TO 4 
MARH Pi CHINA GA11 
ill), Id-***! —»      v~ MONROt, MKH. 
Momo*   Muh. only 
17* CHESTERFIELD IANE, MAUMEE 893-94*5 
OPEN 
SEVEN 
DAYS 
• COCKTAILS • 
OTHER LOCATION 
MARK PI CHINA GATE 
said, they paid about 30 percent. 
Ferraro nas been among those 
saying the disclosure that Bush 
paid 12.8 percent of his income 
in federal taxes last year illus- 
trates unfairness in Reagan ad- 
ministration tax cuts. 
Talking with two reporters 
before Air Force Two took off 
from Washington for a cam- 
paign appearance in New York, 
Mrs. Bush said she and her 
husband enjoy their life style 
and don't pretend to be poor 
WE NEED 
ENTERPRISING 
BUSINESS 
MANAGERS. 
United Way 
People Helping People 
"like that $4 million -1 can't say 
it - but it rhymes with rich." 
MRS. BUSH was smiling 
broadly when she said it and did 
not mention Ferraro by name. 
Financial disclosure reports 
have placed the Bush family net 
worth at $2.1 million and that of 
Ferraro and her husband, John 
Zaccaro, at $3.8 million. 
Last week's report shows 
Bush and his wife paid 24.2 per- 
cent of their adjusted gross in- 
come as federal taxes in 1982 
and 12.8 percent last year. 
*:*:W:*:*:*:wsss^^ 
HYPNOSIS 
Can help you: 
- IMPROVED MEMORY, 
CONCENTRATION, AND STUDY HABITS 
- IMPROVED SELF-CONFIDENCE 
- LOSE WEIGHT 
• STOP SMOKING 
I WHOLE HEALTH ALTERNATIVES 
313 Thurstin 
| 352-8777 
Overland Trading Co., a division of 
Stride Rite Retail Corp.. is a lop quality 
retailer of adult casual footwear. Only 
four years old, 1984 Overland Trading 
Co. sales are projected lo be 15% greater 
than 1983 sales, and 45% greater than 
1982 sales. 
We are looking for people who can help 
us manage this growing business, and 
do some growing of their own. 
We have the training programs, the best 
merchandise, and a store concept that 
can't be lopped. Do you have the talent? 
We will be on campus on October 15, 
1984 to talk to people capable of running a 
half million dollar business. Will you be 
one of them? 
OVERLAND TRADING CO. 
A Division of Strid* Rita Retail Corp. 
Equal Opponunily Employer M/F 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta 
The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta 
would like to announce their 
New Pledges and Actives: 
Actives 
Mike Estep 
Chris Cunningham 
Jeff Shupe 
Tom McGannon 
Duffy Stanton 
Jim McVeigh 
Pledges 
Dan McFarland 
Robert Blackwell 
Robert Amenta 
Dave Stanton 
Keith Cox 
Joe Schweitzer 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta 
*T.'~~ 
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Unknowing victims: 
Some Ohio farmers vulnerable to property crime 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Age and 
lifestyle most often determine 
whether rural Ohioans are 
crime victims, according to a 
recently released study. 
And co-author Joseph Donner- 
meyer says the incidence of 
rural crime, especially property 
crime, could increase as more 
farmers spend part of their time 
away from their homesteads at 
other jobs. 
"On the other hand, the part- 
time farmer may work at a job 
where people are very conscious 
of security. So he may perceive 
himself as vulnerable and take 
steps to prevent that," said Don- 
nermeyer, who heads the Na- 
tional Rural Crime Prevention 
Center at Ohio State University. 
Results of the 1980 survey of 
891 households in nine counties 
were detailed in a recent issue of 
Ohio Report, a publication of the 
Ohio Agricultural Research and 
Development Center in Wooster. 
Donnermeyer said a survey of 
1,200 Ohio farm operations is 
under way to gain a more de- 
tailed picture of rural crime. 
ALMOST 40 percent of the 
households interviewed in the 
1980 survey reported they had 
been victimized within the pre- 
vious year, and nine out of 10 
incidents involved some type of 
property crime. 
Property crimes - such as 
household theft, personal theft 
and burglary - were more often 
linked to the age of the farmer. 
Donnermeyer said younger 
farmers tend to be away from 
Westmoreland jury picks begin 
NEW YORK (AP) - The 
selection of a jury that will 
hear testimony from some of 
the biggest names of the 1960s 
and view once-secret intelli- 
gence reports on Vietnam be- 
gins Tuesday in Gen. William 
C. Westmoreland's $120 mil- 
lion libel suit against CBS. 
U.S. District Judge Pierre 
N. Leval and lawyers were to 
question 100 people to find 12 jurors and six alternates who 
will decide whether CBS li- 
beled the retired general in a 
Jan. 23, 1962 documentary 
titled "The Uncounted 
Enemy: A Vietnam Decep- 
tion" and in promotional ad- 
vertising for it. 
The panel - twice the size of 
the usual jury for civil cases - 
will get a chance to dissect 
the way military intelligence 
is interpreted and the way 
CBS put together the hard- 
hitting documentary, viewed 
by millions of people, which 
charged Westmoreland with 
a politically motivated "con- 
spiracy" to falsify reports of 
enemy troop strength during 
the Vietnam War. 
Westmoreland, former 
commander of U.S. troops in 
Vietnam, is suing correspon- 
dent Mike Wallace, producer 
George Crile, former CIA 
analyst and CBS consultant 
Sam Adams and the network. 
THE "CBS Reports" docu- 
mentary outlined a dispute 
during 1967 between military 
and CIA analysts who dis- 
agreed on bow large an op- 
posing force Americans faced 
in Vietnam. Westmoreland's 
staff counted fewer than 300,- 
000 soldiers; a CIA analyst 
who included enemy guerril- 
las listed almost twice as 
many. 
CBS charged that West- 
moreland insisted the lower 
figure be used to mislead the 
American public, Congress 
and President Lyndon John- 
son into believing the war 
could be won. The network 
asserted the deception left 
U.S. troops unprepared for 
the size of the communists' 
Tet offensive in January 1968. 
CBS said its defense will be 
to prove the truth of its docu- 
mentary. Likely witnesses in- 
clude former CIA analysts 
who support the charges. 
Westmoreland has lined up 
an array of high-ranking offi- 
cials from the 1960s who 
maintain that there was no 
plot involving the troop fig- 
ures and that Johnson was 
aware of the intelligence dis- 
pute. He also is planning to 
call CBS employees, includ- 
ing some defendants, as wit- 
nesses to delve into their state 
of mind while planning the 
broadcast. 
In order to win, Westmore- 
land must prove both that the 
show was false and that it was 
broadcast with "reckless dis- 
regard for the truth." 
Acid rain samples to be studied 
DETROIT (AP) - Research- 
ers will obtain water samples 
from 1,800 lakes in the upper 
Midwest as part of a $6 million 
nationwide study of acid rain 
contamination, a U.S. Environ- 
mental Protection Agency offi- 
cial said. 
"What we want to do is to be 
able to predict the number of 
lakes that are at risk (from add 
rain), as well as the number of 
lakes that are acidic," survey 
coordinator Richard Winkl- 
hofer, head of EPA's Cleveland 
district office, said last week. 
A preliminary EPA study al- 
ready has found nine lakes in 
Pilot OK 
after U-2 
jet crash 
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - 
An American U-2 reconnais- 
sance jet on a "routine mission" 
crashed in South Korea early 
yesterday, but its pilot ejected 
safely and was not injured, U.S. 
military officials said. 
In Washington, the Pentagon 
did not identify the pilot, but 
said be was picked up by a 
helicopter, taken back to the 
Osan U.S. Air Base 30 miles 
south of Seoul and pronounced in 
"excellent" condition at the 
base hospital. 
The Pentagon said the U-2, 
based at Osan, crashed on an 
early-morning "routine mis- 
sion when the pilot experienced 
"some unexplained difficulty" 
shortly after takeoff. 
After the pilot elected, the 
Pentagon said, the plane 
crashed in a large field three 
miles south of Osan and caught 
fire, but there were no reports of 
civilian casualties or property 
damage. 
A board of officers has been 
appointed to investigate the 
-rash, the Pentagon said. 
Michigan's Upper Peninsula 
that have been severely dam- 
aged by acid rain - a term 
applied to rain, snow, fog and 
even dust that has been contami- 
nated by nitrogen oxide and 
sulfur dioxide, then falls to earth 
and kills marine life. 
Other studies have linked sul- 
fur pollution to emissions from 
power plants and factories and 
nitrogen pollution to vehicle ex- 
haust fumes. 
Environmental groups and 
Canadian officials have called 
for stricter emission controls, 
but the Reagan administration 
has maintained that not enough 
is known about acid rain to pin- 
point its cause. 
In the lake survey, EPA re- 
searchers will travel by heli- 
copter, taking perishable water 
samples to one of two mobile 
laboratories in northern Wiscon- 
sin or Minnesota. Longer-lasting 
samples will be analyzed at a 
West Coast laboratory, Winkl- 
hofer said. 
After the chemical tests are 
conducted, the EPA in 1985 will 
test the overall water quality of 
lakes and some streams, then 
analyze the long-term effects of 
acid rain on fish and other ma- 
rine life, the agency said. 
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PANHELLENIC COUNCIL 
Congratulates the Kappa Deltas 
Jennifer Miller 
Kelly Eckles 
on Highest Big/Little 
for Scholarship Desserts. 
TRYING TO MAINTAIN A 
A BALANCED DIET? 
* PEER NUTRITION 
CONSULTING SERVICE 
CAN HELP! 
«^* 
SPONSORED BY THE WELL 
220 HEALTH CENTER 
PERSONAL SESSIONS AVAILABLE WITH 
DIETETICS CONSULTANTS ON A WALK-IN OR 
APPOINTMENT BASIS. STOP BY OR CALL 
2-0302 FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
home more often, providing an 
opportunity for thieves. 
vandalism and trespassing 
were more closely related to 
farm status, with full-time farm- 
ers reporting more trespassing, 
but part-time farmers reporting 
more vandalism. 
The study suggested full-time 
farmers usually nave larger op- 
erations, thus more acreage 
open to trespassing. Part-time 
farmers, with their absence, 
provide the opportunity for van- 
dalism, Donnermeyer said. 
"A lot of rural crime, espe- 
cially the property crime, is a 
crime of opportunity," Donner- 
meyer said. 
VANDALISM IS easy, and the 
prospect of minimal punishment 
also makes it attractive to rural 
youths, he said. 
"I think there's an attitude 
among rural youths that vandal- 
ism isn't really a crime, that it's 
a status symbol," he said. 
Donnermeyer said that in the 
more detailed study under way, 
farmers are reporting an aver- 
age vandalism loss of $136 per 
incident. 
One surprise, he said, was that 
crime did not seem to increase 
in rural areas closer to cities. In 
fact, some of the highest bur- 
glary rates were in sparsely 
populated southeast Ohio. 
"If you were looking at tradi- 
tonal urban crime studies, you 
would predict fewer people, less 
crime,     Donnermeyer   said. 
Unemployment remains 
top concern in state; 
world peace is second 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Unem- 
ployment is the top concern of 
Ohioans as they approach the 
November presidential election, 
according to a poll by the Insti- 
tute for Policy Research at the 
University of Cincinnati. 
The latest "Ohio Poll" found 
unemployment the top issue 
among 28 percent of Ohioans, 
with threats to world peace 
ranking second. 
The concern with unemploy- 
ment isn't surprising, according 
to institute director Al Tuch- 
farber. He pointed out unem- 
ployment has been a major issue 
among Ohioans. 
"The percentage of Ohioans 
rating unemployment as the 
most important problem has 
changed little over the last 
year/' Tuchfarber said. 
"Threats to world peace, espe- 
cially in the Middle East, Cen- 
tral America, and U.S.-Soviet 
relations, are the second-most 
frequently mentioned problem 
facing the country. Twenty-two 
percent cite it as the U.S.'s most 
important problem." 
Other issues frequently men- 
tioned by Ohioans were govern- 
ment spending and high taxes (8 
percent), nuclear proliferation 
(7 percent), inflation (6 per- 
cent), other economic issues (6 
percent) and poverty (4 per- 
cent). 
"It is interesting to note how 
Ohioans who mention these is- 
sues intend to vote in the upcom- 
ing presidential election," 
Tuchfarber said. "A majority of 
Ohioans who cite unemployment 
or poverty as the most impor- 
tant problem facing the country 
intend to vote for Mondale and 
Ferraro. 
"However, Ohioans who men- 
tion threats to peace, high gov- 
ernment spending and taxes, 
nuclear proliferation, inflation 
or other economic problems sup- 
port the Reagan-Bush ticket. 
Democrats and blacks were 
most likely to name unemploy- 
ment as the major problem fac- 
ing the country, Tuchfarber 
said. Republicans and those 
with higher incomes and more 
education were least likely to 
have unemployment as their top 
concern, he said. 
"Threats to world peace are 
most commonly cited by no par- 
ticular group," Tuchfarber said. 
"This problem is a concern, in 
various forms, to all segments of 
the Ohio population." 
Retired people and those with 
low levels of income or educa- 
tion are least likely to consider 
nuclear proliferation the main 
concern, Tuchfarber said. 
The institute did a telephone 
poll of 805 adults Sept. 4-18. The 
results have an error range of 
3.5 percent. 
NO DISCOUNTS                NO SPECIALS 
Because our prices are 
LOW EVERYDAY 
AT 
STADIUM LAUNDRY (in Stadium Plaza) 
Layer Cut Reg. $10 $5 Hours M-9.30-5.00 T-Thur-9:30-6:30 
F-9:30-7:00 
Sat-9:30-4:00 
Does 
not 
include 
shampoo 
Good thru 
Oct. 16 
Must bring coupon 
located in Stadium View Shopping Center 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
Where quality comes first" 
Lois Leah Suzie 352-2566 
Music 
CASSETTES and 
RECORDS. 
MAJOR LABELS 
TOP ARTISTS 
AFFORDABLE PRICES 
Something for Everyone 
Pop, Rock, Folk, 
Jazz and Classics 
On Sale for Limited Time 
Shop Early for Best Selection 
October 8 - November 3rd 
M F University Bookstore 
8-5 pm. Student Services 
SAT. 
9-5pm. 
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$ldQ,QQQ state atafe 
Patients drug-dependent? 
COLUMBUS (AP) - State offi- 
cials have announced plans for a 
$180,000 study to determine how 
many of the 4,100 patients in the 
state's 17 psychiatric hospitals 
may be there mainly because 
they are drug addicts or alcohol- 
ics. 
Paul Coleman, consultant on 
recovery services to Gov. Rich- 
ard Celeste, said mis-diagnosing 
victims of chemical dependency 
is a disservice to those involved 
and to taxpayers in general. 
He saia addiction recovery 
services usually can be provided 
more cheaply than psychiatric 
care. There also are probably 
cases where addiction is compli- 
cated by accompanying mental 
illness, and additional cases 
where it's the other way around, 
Coleman said. 
"What we're trying to get at is 
what is the primary cause of the 
symptoms that are being exhib- 
ited,   he said. 
Coleman said the case review 
plan stemmed from interdepart- 
mental strategy sessions on hu- 
man services involving him. 
state  Health  Director   David 
Jackson and Ohio Mental Health 
Director Pamela Hyde. 
THE INITIAL study will be at 
Rollman Psychiatric institute in 
Cincinnati, which usually has a 
patient population of 125 people 
who cost the state $140 a day per 
patient, Coleman said. 
He said Jackson's department 
provided $30,000 for cross-train- 
ing to acquaint state drug and 
alcoholism counselors with psy- 
chiatric evaluation and hospital 
staff workers with addiction di- 
agnosis and recovery tech- 
niques. 
That training has begun. The 
next step will be a $150000 
team effort to evaluate which of 
the hospital's patients can bene- 
fit from a chemical dependency 
recovery program. 
He's hoping that with proper 
detoxification, many patients 
can be released from the hospi- 
tal to cheaper, community- 
based programs. 
Coleman said two Cincinnati 
facilities, the Center for Com- 
prehensive Alcoholism Treat- 
ment and the Prospect House, 
have been contracted to provide 
outpatient and halfway house 
services. 
He said he also expects coop- 
eration from self-help organiza- 
tions such as Alcoholics 
Anonymous and Narcotics 
Anonymous. 
IF RESULTS of the Rollman 
iiroject prove beneficial, the ef- 
ort will be expanded to other 
institutions. Coleman said the 
state also is exploring whether 
federal funds are available for 
the work. 
The study team's job will be 
difficult in many cases because 
some psychoactive drugs used 
to treat mental illnesses can be 
addictive themselves, Coleman 
said. 
Denying such drugs to pa- 
tients suffering chemical un- 
balances could be disastrous, 
but providing them to addicted 
persons could feed their habits 
and worsen their problems, he 
explained. 
Coleman said he hopes that in 
cases involving both addiction 
and mental disorders, the medi- 
cal staff will be able to substi- 
tute non-addictive medicines. 
Classifieds. 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Attention al Phi Eta Sigma members Don't 
forget about our banquet trua Sunday. October 
14 Return your reservation saps to Karen If 
you have any Questions please cal one of the 
officers  
Attention all new pledge-associate members 
IFMDC meeting this Wed Ocl 10 9PM 210 
MSC Want a high OPA? Come see how 
Book Sale-Oct.8-11 11:30-2:30 4 3:30-6:00. 
New Horizons Suite-1 st floor Ed Bldg. Rm113 
Idee books, bulletin board supplies stickers. 
Halloween decoratlona, elc. 
Sponsored by the Elementary Education 
attaKsstH Advisory Board 
Come |oin the Sailing Club as we plan 
another victory at this weekend's regatta. 
Tonight- 9pm In 222 MSC. 
EVERYBODY'S INVITED! 
 LA FONDUE  
The French Club's Annual Cheese Fondue 
Wed Oct 10 from B-11 pm at the French 
House 75* for members. S1 for nonmembers 
 BRING A FRIEND. OR TWO!  
WANT TO (JET INVOLVED WITH CAMPUS 
MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS- THEN BE AT THE 
W.I.C.I. MEETING TOMORROW NIGHI AND 
SEE HOW IT'S DONE' 7:30 PM IN THE 
CAMPUS ROOM (UNION!. 
UNDERGRADUATE GERONTOLOGJCAL 
ASSOCIATION wit hold its meeting TONIGHT 
Oct 9th m 210 Education Building at 8 00 pm 
Everyone's welcome to loin. Gat Involved 
EXTERN EXPERIENCE PROGRAM 
SOPHS. JRS. I SRS - APPLY NOW FOR A 
MINI INTERNSHIP. GAIN ON-THE- JOB EX- 
PERIENCE   IN   YOUR  CAREER   FIELD   IY 
WORKING WITH BGSU ALUMNI. 
EXTEflNSMIPS: JAN 7-11, MARCH 11-11 
APPLICATIONS    AVAILABLE    AT    MH.ETI 
ALUMNI    CENTER    (ACROSS    FROM 
HARSHMANL CALL 372-2701 BETWEEN 
1-6 PM MON-FRI. 
DEADLINE: OCT. IS 
LOST & FOUND 
FINANCE CLUB 
AT OUR MEETING ON TUES. OCT 9. A 
STOCKBROKER FROM KIOOER PEABOOY > 
CO WILL BE OUR GUEST SPEAKER ALL 
MEETING ARE HELO AT 7 30 P M IN 105 
HAYES   THERE IS STILL TIME TO JOIN 
Have a voice m BGSU athletics The Student 
Athletic Board helps the athletic department 
communicate with Its most important audience-- 
the student body The SAB * now accepting 
appbcaftons for new members Applications are 
available at Memorial Hal ticket office. 405 
Student Services, or Stadium Athletic Offices 
Al appacations are due Friday. Oct 12 
INTERESTED IN AVIATION? 
AEROTECH CLUB 
MEETING 
OCT. 9. 8 P.M., 127B TECH BLDG. 
Oct  10 CAREER PLANNING 
Home Ec Living. Center. Home Ec Bldg 11.30 
This program wril provide you with an initial 
introduction to career planning and exploration 
Come and start planning your future today 
Presentor Career Development Staff. Counsel- 
mg and Career Development Center  
STUDENTS FOR ANIMALS 
Meeting tonight at 3:00 pm. 20S Henna 
Open to aim 
LOST BLACK-STAR SAPPHIRE PENDANT 
WILL PAY S20 FOFt RETURN IS Of GREAT 
SENTIMENTAL VALUE   CALL 372-4082  or 
3724081.  
LOST: 3 keys on 2 trawchalna. 1 rtaychatn Is a 
smuri and the other says I LOVE KAPPA 
KAPPA GAMMA If found, please cal Tme 372- 
2696 Reward  
LOST: Ladles wrlstwslch. gold with brown 
suede strap. On Thura. Eve. Sept. 27 
between Thurttln A Founders. Phone 
372-2026,.eil 26, or one. 362-4632. 
GENEROUS REWARD. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID - 
FOR    DETAILS    WRITE      ACADEMIC    RE- 
SEARCH. BOX 9128C TOLEDO. OH 43697 
TUTORING 
BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS 
READING - GRAMMAR - COMPOSITION 
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 6pm 
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER 
Fouts Typing 
excetent quality 
UDetver 
SO-'pg DS 
On-Campua pick-up 
•1*0, 
 Mrs Fouls, 669-2579  
FREE nlo about book Obtain Maximum Col- 
lege Financial Aid" SCA. 3641 Deal. Dept C6. 
Houston TX 77025 Phcne (713) 668-7809 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Kdited b> Trudt Michel Jiffe 
ACROSS 
i Tortoise's op- 
ponent 
5 Sudden light 
10 Bog fuel 
t« Top 
15 A medium 
16 Columnist 
Bom Deck 
17 Laptev Sea 
feeder 
18 State oINE 
Indie 
19 Lahr stole 
20 Presidential 
candidate. 1856 
22 Ewe damet ai 
24 Business abt>r 
25 District of India 
26 Hamlet 
35 Street show 
36 Eye movement 
37 Kegier s target 
38 Lupmo and 
namesakes 
39 Like a chimney 
40 Welles role 
41 isle m Ihe Irish 
Sea 
5 Author Ol 
'Penguin 
Island" 
6 Endure 
7 Classified 
items 
8 Thailand, once 
9 Similarity ol 
parts 
10 "The Taking of 
 One Two 
Three" 
11 ' E of 
HOMES 
12 God of love 
13 Bronzes 
21 Fairytale 
opener 
23 Honky  
26 Groom care- 
fully 
27 Navigation aid 
28 Native of A/er 
baijan 
29 Hautboys 
30 Ice sheets 
31 The same 
32 To fetch  
ol water" 
33 Washer cycle 
34 Cypress 
features 
39 Pony type 
40 Hikers burden 
42 Command to a 
cal 
43 Agee 
45 Actor Fell 
46 Way or sea 
followers 
49 Braemar group 
50 Golfer's goal 
51 Melville opus 
52 Eared container 
53 Very.toGlgi 
54 Home of the 
O'Haras 
55 Part of QED 
56 Greek com 
mune 
59 Hall 
ANSWER TO PlUVIOUS PUZZLE 
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43 Cordial flavor- 
ing 
44 Royal relative 
47 Cereal gram 
48 Famed Oedaist 
49 Hearty laugh 
53 Mel secretly 
57 Weaver s 
mechanism 
58 Cognizant 
60 Berne's river 
61 Singer Gluck 
62 Now s alter- 
native 
63 Stuff 
64 Broadway 
brigntener 
65 Attire 
66 Petruchio s 
male 
DOWN 
i Word with back 
or track 
2 Copycat 
3 Name for 
monsieur 
4 Tests 
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House Cloentng S5 hour 
Available weekends 
Lease 372 1713afler 5 00 
THE ARRANGEMENT 
10% discount on a haircut with Lorl 
whan this ad is brought in 
352-4143 
Al your typing needs 
prompt A professional 
 362-401 7 Clara  
You can now reserve your one or two bed loft 
lor next semester For information and to order, 
cal The Loft Construction and Storage Service 
at 352-3838 
Tucker Typing a Word Processing 
Cassette tapes, papers, resumes 
 Nancy 3520809  
Abortion, pregnancy testa, student rates Cen- 
ter tor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-255- 
7789 
PERSONALS 
Alpha Sigma Phi Lit' Sis Rush! 
Alpha Sigma Phi Lll' Sis Bush' 
Alpha Sigma Phi Lll' Sis Rushl 
Attention Lowenbrownle A Ketterwoman and 
the rest of the Duty Dozen Thanks lor making 
my   19th the  bast!  Thanks tor being such 
special friends- I am reaty lucky!! Love ya. 
Denies 1827 ^  
Cane Poo > Debbie Poo - 
Just a quick note lo let you know we appreciate 
your babysitting service. Deb, you're a great 
cook -- love those peppers! Carte, keep scrub- 
bing that tub.  and don't forget those hairs1 
Love, the 2 km. pigs  
Check us for low slat screening prices 
JEANSNTHINGS 
 531 Ridge  
Court shoe sale 
Nike-Converse 
Best selection In town 
Lake Erte Sports  
DELTA SIGMA PI is accepting donations for the 
victims of the Haven House fire Please atop by 
our coffee table in the BA bldg lo drop oft your 
donation Thank You.  
Diane Boehler. 
Happy 22nd Birthday" Don't worry about your 
age, it's your personeMy that reaty counts 
Have a good one on me! 
The Stats WU 
DONATE TO HAVEN HOUSE FIRE VICTIMS 
Dam-1 pm DELTA SIGMA PI COFFEE TABU 
BA FOYER  
EVERYBODY'S INVITED' 
 LA FONDUE  
The French Club's Annual Cheese Fondue. 
Wed Oct 10 from B-11 pm at the French 
House 75' lor members. SI for nonmembers 
BWNO A FRU-NO, OR TWOI 
Faith Roasts  We Ike 
and Bad 
I (you) slot! Love Curt 
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THROUGH SEPT. 24, 5:00 PM 
Floor Shirts 
U-pick your design 
Lake Erie Sports 
Everyday Lunch Special 
S0UP.SALAD& BREAD 
•1.76 
Served 11 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Gromyko,   Honecker 
criticize U.S., allies 
BERLIN (AP) - Andrei 
Gromyko and Erich Hon- 
ecker said yesterday U.S.-led 
efforts to achieve Western 
military superiority are 
"hopeless" in the face of War- 
saw Pact solidarity. 
At an East Berlin meeting 
in connection with communist 
East Germany's 35th anni- 
versary, the Soviet foreign 
minister and the East Ger- 
many president blamed the 
United States and "several of 
its NATO allies" for a "crisis 
situation" increasing the 
threat of world war, the East 
German news agency ADN 
reported. 
''Attempts by imperialistic 
circles to put pressure on the 
socialist community and to 
achieve military superiority 
are hopeless," ADN quoted 
them as saying. 
Gromyko and Honecker 
said the Warsaw Pact nations 
have everything required "to 
protect their interests and 
defend the rights of their peo- 
Cle to decide their own his • 
try," the agency reported. 
West Germany was singled 
out for criticism on the de- 
ployment of VS. medium- 
range Pershing 2 nuclear 
missiles. 
The Soviet and East Ger- 
man officials accused the 
Bonn government of permit- 
ting West Germany to be used 
as a "launch pad for Ameri- 
can nuclear first-strike weap- 
ons" and permitting 
"revanchist forces" to dam- 
age relations with Commu- 
nist nations. 
THEY SATO respect for 
current frontiers in central 
Europe was an "irrevocable 
condition" for maintaining 
constructive relations, ADN 
said. 
Gromyko informed Hon- 
ecker about his talks last 
month with President Rea- 
gan, the report continued, 
and Honecker pledged East 
German support for Soviet 
proposals at the U.N. General 
Assembly for agreements to 
guarantee the peaceful use of 
space and outlaw "state-di- 
rected terrorism." 
In a speech Saturday in 
East Berlin, Gromyko ac- 
cused the Reagan adminis- 
tration of covering up its 
"negative reaction" to the 
proposal on banning space 
weapons. 
He also said Moscow re- 
mained willing to hold con- 
structive talks with the 
United States if it "really 
shows an interest in solving 
major political problems, es- 
pecially in curbing the arms 
race." 
There was no reference in 
the ADN report to Honecker's 
decision last month to cancel 
an official visit to West Ger- 
many. Western diplomats 
said he backed out because of 
Soviet concern over improved 
relations between the two 
Germanys. 
ADN said Gromyko and 
other Soviet officials who at- 
tended the 35th anniversary 
celebrations this weekend de- 
parted for Moscow after the 
Formal congratulations on your engagement 
Sandy Mlhalek and Jell Catas Wa wish you 
all the best- Addle. Julie, * Susan.  
Greek Sweets 
Sewn-on lettering 
Russell Heavyweight sweats 
Lake Erie Sports 
HEY SIC SIC «6 
THANKS FOR THE SIGN 
I'M DYING TO KNOW WHO YOU ARE- 
CAN SOMETHING BE ARRANGED'" 
YOUR DZ DOLL 
WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN CAMPUS ME- 
DIA ORGANIZATIONS- THEN BE AT THE 
W.I.C.I. MEETING TOMORROW NIGHT AND 
SEE HOW IT'S DONEI 7:30 PM IN THE 
CAMPUS ROOM (UNION). 
T-SHIRTS • * T-SHIRTS • • T—SHIRTS 
FOR DORM PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARO GRAPHICS 354-3098 
Kalhy. Congratulations on becoming a Kappa 
Sig little sre. You'l have a great time and be e 
reel aasel to their program. You have al my 
best Bob  
KIDNAP OCT 28 
KIDNAP OCT 28 
KIDNAP OCT 28 
KKI TIRPAK 
Happy 20th to the world's greatest roomie, the 
bsgass are my treat tonight1 
Love. Rhonda 
KRIS FROST - YOU ARE THE BEST ROOMIE 
IN THE WORLD (EVEN IF YOU DO WEAR MY 
CLOTHES MORE THAN I DO)   LOVE YA - 
DEB  
LEAH— THIS OFFICER MUST HAVE DONE 
SOMETHING RIGHT - ALPHA GAM'S OWN 
NMPC PRESIDENT! KEEP UP THE GOOD 
WORK ANO THE FRIENDSHIP. BUT STAY 
AWAY FROM THOSE XEROX MACHINES! - 
CANT WAIT TO MAKE IT OFFICIAL - YOUR 
EUG  
Usa Todd. I'm so thrHed to have you as my BIG! 
You and the KD family are the best1 
Love, your La" Marie 
Lon Dean. Alias hiccup-woman akas the great- 
est bsg In the woridi I love ya1 Thanks for 
welcoming me into the famey. It's gonna be one 
fantastic year' Love. Ul   Deenie  
MICK PAYNE sings 
James Taylor and Nel Young 
lor your listening pleasure 
Every Friday night 9 p m.-t a.m. 
at 01 BENEDETTO'e 
128N MAIN. iXWNTOVVN 
MOV RECORDS 
The brothers ol ATO would Ike to 
congrelulate our pledge class officers 
President   Tom Cunonghsm 
Vice President John Porter 
Treasurer: Lou Simons 
Secretary Steve Berbter 
Social Chairman   Ray Durvlap 
HELP WANTED 
The Brothers ol Sterna PM EpeHon would Ilka 
to congratulate the loWowrwig pledges on 
their election to IFMOC exec. Congratula- 
tions Tim Cralg, Kevin Maruskln. 1 Tim 
Peterson.   The  Sig   Ep  ere definitely  the 
"heart ol the greek system."  
TONIGHT! I 
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES RUSH 
EXOTIC OWN* MWHT 7:3O-B:s0 
To SowieDrunken-Chunkin-Wubsy-Gimp 
Sorry about what happened to your wrist, but at 
least it's not your drinking hand1 Maybe now 
you'l get some sympathy d—a! 
Gotta love ya Beer. C.B. 
To the Chi O #1 Bedrecing Team of Dana P.. 
Cheryl H . Keesy Suer 1 Karen Harbor!-- 
Congratulalions' You were super a now every- 
one knows why a who. Love. Your sisters and a 
• clueless CC.  
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THROUGH SEPT. 24 AT ISO I'll 
URGENT 
In dire need ol the senior woman's name and 
phone number who did not get her question 
answered by President Reagan   Please cal 
Pamat 2-2125  
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR S44 
THROUGH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT? GET 
THE FACTS TODAY! CALL 1-312-742-1142. 
EXT  1794 
EARN S40O TO S800 A WEEK WITH OUR 
PROVEN    ENVELOPE    PROGRAM    FROM 
HOME, NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO 
OBLIGATION?    FREE     DETAILS      SEND 
STAMPED ENVELOPE  TO   LAG/UNA'S PO 
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 80825-0791 
Government Jobs 
S!6,559-50.5S3lyr. 
Now hiring. Your area. 
Call sQ5O7-e000 Ent. IV9849. 
REWARD • FREE trip to Daytona plus 
Commission    Money     WANTED     Organized 
group or individual to promote the a 
#1 Spring Break Trip lo Daytona. If you 
are recreated in our reward caa 
(414) 781-0455. or 1-800-453-9074 
immediately! Or write DESIGNERS OF 
TRAVEL. N 48 W 13334 W Hampton Ave . 
Menomonee Fats. Wl 53051 
FOR SALE 
Audio equipment Buy. sal. and trade. 
Major brands Jim's Guitar 
130 E   Woosler 352-6612 
Simmons Electronic Druma. Kory Poly 800 
Sequential Circuits 8 Trsck Roland Juno 108 
Tarns Drum, Marshal Ampslier Al kinds ol 
guitars New a used Jim's Guitars. 
130 E Wooster, 362-8812 
Ruesel a Sweats 
S11 26 
Roc Center Pro Shop 
1971 VW Convertible 
restored, make offer 
1-882-4739 
HOTLINE 
ARTS ANO SCIENCES STUDENTS 
DO YOU HAVE A QUICK QUESTION? 
CALL 372 2015 TUESDAY, OCT.9 
OR WEDNESOAY. OCT  10 - 5-7 PM 
ADVISORS ON DUTY 
1979 Rhodes 73 key stage piano 1979 
Fender deluxe reverb ampMler. both in excel- 
lent condition. $1500 lor both, but wl nego- 
tiate  If interestod cal Urn 372-4971 
For Sate. Bsd-mattreas. springs, frame S35. 
Dresser-unfinished S25 Both lor $50 354 
8228 
PHILIP GLASS ENSEMBLE 
OCTOBER 27. 8PM 
KOBACKER HALL 
OR TICKET INFORMATION CALL 372017 
A GREAT SWEETEST DAY PRESENT' 
Women's  diamond  necklace    Staring  sever 
chain with diamond rt alerting saver setting   In 
need of cash, asking $35 or best offer. Cal 
Jute at 354-8026 
'83 Datsun 280 ZX 2 plus 2 Turbo 
Ful options 
Cal alter 6.00pm 354-7983 
FOR SALE: Pair of Roaslgnol Skis. Solamen 
bindings, Nordlca sal boots, alia 9. All In top 
condition. Buy separata or aa package dsal. 
Call Suunne 364-7116. 
I TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THROUGH SEPT.24 AT 5:00 PM 
MULTaPLE AND FLAUNT IT, 
CONGRATS ON YOUR PLEDGINGS! 
 303 LOVE, SPAZ.  
PM Eta Sigma members: We will see you all 
M the banquet tMa Sunday, October 14. 
Elections will be held for na.l year a officers. 
Don't target about our happy hours party. 
You must bring your letter and an ID to get In. 
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES 
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES 
 SrOMA NU WHITE ROSES  
■cue ft, 
I love my sign, but who are you? 
Jill 
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES 
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES 
 SKMaA NU WHITE ROSES  
HOMA PHI EPSILON 
Congratulations to the oflicers of the Sigma Phi 
Epelon Fal 1984 pledge class 
GREGG. ERICH. BOB, DOUG 
We stand as one !!! 
VERY CUTE. ADORABLE KITTENS 
NEED GOOD HOME 
 FREE1 CALL 354-7184  
T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SERVICE, QUALITY, GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS. 354-3098 
Need Money? Why nol ssl Avon   For more 
information please cal PftyBa al 352-5833 
2nd Homecoming Clue 
To be or not to be a man once stated. In honor 
ol him a second due is dedicated 
A plate upon a rock has Inscribed there the 
name of a fortress somewhere. This fortress 
holds the treasure not. with the guardians 
sword that doean't rot. The palace they guard la 
quite nearby, with many wonders and treasures 
contaaned inside 
Need a quick gift?? Putt Frames made to order. 
Reasonable Rates Cal Kim 364-1957. 
FOR SALE: 1977 Toyota Caeca Lrttbeck 
Runs great $1500 
Cal 354-1254 
Like New 
Twin Bed-firm mattress and boa spring   Cal 
352 g394 
Conn Clarinet tor sale 
Price negotiable Please 
cal Beth at 352-8125 must sell 
86 Podge-good condtocyv$400 362-6382 
For Sale: Sony Stereo, Micro components, 
Tum. Receiver, tape deck, speakers. S cab- 
inet.   $460.00   Firm.   Jeff   352-2610   Excel, 
cond. 
$119 BREAKFAST 
Bacon or sausage  2 eggs, toast 
and colfee. Monday Friday 
9 a.m. to 1 p m only with this ad 
expires Oct  28. 1984 
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT 
412 E WOOSTER 
Hide a bed couch $25 
Black recaner $25 
Evenings 352-1814 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom. 2-person apt. close to campus, 
reasonable rent. Available winter semester 
Call 3644217 or 3544219. 
Desperately need 2/3 lemale roomalee apring 
semester  Cal 354-7595 
WANTED 
SUBLET LARGE 2 BOHM DUPLEX 
WIGARAGE AND APPLIANCES RENT 
NEGOTIABLE CALL 354-1534 BY OCT   13 
Female roommate needed to share two bed- 
room apt. Pleese cell Lorl 372-2711 (leave 
name o number) ™__^„___ 
Wanted One lemale roommate for 
2nd semester Close to campus! 
Please cal 354-8984  
WANTED Acoustic guttariel Interested In 
playing original material. Must be able to 
sing harmony, creativity welcome Col Dan 
al 354-8772 
F, rmte. needed lo 
share 1 bdrm apt. 
 S132.50/mo 353-1843  
1 Bedroom Apartment to sublease. Available 
ImmorJaitoty Only $225 32 caa 352-7994. 
Male roommate needed Nice house on 
3rd and S Colege Washer 1 dryer, etc. 
  Cal 354-1 '08 
Newly remodeled 1 or 2 bdrm duplex. Portage, 
10 minutes from campue Cheap heel, no pets. 
686-4263 or 352-5194 
2 Bedroom apartment 
lor rant 3rd SI 
cal 352-4380 
Efficiency room available tnimoowtaty for leaae 
induces unities, phone, cable TV, stove. 
refrigerator $265'mo CM Rack al 352-1520. 
im #243 
Weelon- 2 bedroom 
unfurnished apartmenl 
phone 352-1032 after 5 30 
Along with thousands 
ol other great selections. 
SKI STEAMBOAT 
SdlOOl II HPER 
$275.00 
JH. 5-11 IMS 
See Mr. Conibear 
MemorialHall 
372-2876 
PEG Credit Available 
w:*:*x*x*:*:*:*x*:* 
